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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s meeting with the great Spanish guitarist, the late Andres Segovia, 

began a collaboration between composer and performer that lasted over thirty years.  This 

friendship resulted in not only a wealth of solo guitar repertoire, but inspired 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco to write music for the guitar in combination with other instruments, 

including works for guitar and voice. Whereas the vocal music by his countrymen in the 

Nineteenth-Century had reduced lyrics to being a vehicle for melodic expression, 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s models for vocal composition were the German-Romantic 

composers of Lieder.  Franz Schubert, Robert Schumann, and Hugo Wolf had chosen the 

texts of great literary figures and tried to respect and convey these words in sound. 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco pursued this approach in regard to his own vocal music. 

This treatise attempts to support Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s philosophy of musical text 

depiction in his song-cycle for baritone and guitar, Vogelweide.  Through harmonic and 

formal analysis, it will be shown that Castelnuovo-Tedesco respected and conveyed 

Walther von der Vogelweide’s text through music.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INTRODUCTION 

 

Walther von der Vogelweide 

 

Walther von der Vogelweide, the greatest German lyric poet of the Middle Ages, 

was probably born in the region surrounding Vienna, but little is known of his life.  “We 

know that in 1203 the poet was in the service of Bishop Wolfger of Passau, for his name 

appears in a record of the bishop’s travel expenses as the recipient of money for the 

purchase of a fur coat, however, this is the only historical record of Walther’s life.” 
1
  

One of his first patrons was Leopold V, duke of Austria, but Walther failed to win the 

support of his successor.  Instead, he sought the patronage of Philip Hohenstaufen of 

Swabia, following the death of Philip’s brother Henry VI in 1197.  After Philip was 

murdered, Walther spent several years as a vagabond minstrel until 1212 when Henry’s 

son, Frederick II, reclaimed the throne for the Hohenstaufens.  Walther returned to 

welcome the emperor and from him Walther received a small fief, which he lived on until 

his death in 1230.
2
 

 Because most knowledge concerning Walther comes solely from his 

songs, debate persists regarding his background and education.  Some believe that 

the theological statements in his songs demonstrate that he had ecclesiastical 

training while others believe they were simply common knowledge.
3
  A 

difference of opinion also exists in respect to Walther’s status in the feudal system.  

The preposition von in his name may suggest noble birth, but “von” indicated 

nobility only if it preceded the name of the property owned by the person in 

question.  If Vogelweide (bird-meadow) was a creation of Walther’s, it might 

indicate that he, like the birds, belonged nowhere.  This opinion is supported by 

Walther’s  admission to being a professional poet, while other minnesingers went 

                                                 
1 Albert K. Wimmer, Anthology of Medieval German Literature (United States: Albert. K. Wimmer, 1987), 

319. 
2 Wimmer, Anthology of Medieval German Literature, 320. 
3 George F. Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide  (New York: Twayne Publishers,Inc., 1968), 131. 
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to great lengths to show  that they were knights who participated in poetry and 

song solely as a hobby. 
4
 

The texts of Walther’s songs cover a wide range of topics from political satire and 

commentary to Christian instruction.  Walther is credited with being the first minnesinger 

to use the language of high love (more commonly known as courtly love) to celebrate the 

natural love that took place between commoners not connected to the aristocracy. 
5
   

Hoppin maintains that this development marked the decline of courtly love lyric and 

paved the way for other types of songs to appear, leading to the Meistersingers of the 

Renaissance. 
6
   

 

Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco 

 

Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco was born to a Jewish family in Florence, Italy on 

April 3, 1895.  His lineage can be traced to Sephardic Jews from Spain who were forced 

to leave during the crusades of the 1490s.  The spelling of the original Spanish name 

“Castilla Nueva,” the region where the family had resided, was changed to the Italian 

spelling, Castelnuovo, when they settled in Tuscany.
7
  Later when a family member 

married a Tedesco (a common name in Italy meaning “German”), the combined names 

were adopted. 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s mother, Naomi, was responsible for his interest in music.  

When he was nine he began piano lessons with her even though his father, Amedeo, 

disapproved of having a musician in the family.
8
  The young boy quickly won his father’s 

blessing a year later when he played two Chopin works and a composition of his own.
9
  

Encouraged by his parents he entered the Institute Musicale Cherubini in Florence 

completing degrees in piano and composition by his nineteenth year.  Among his teachers 

                                                 
4 Ibid, 79.  
5 Wimmer, Anthology of Medieval German Literature, 319. 
6 Richard Hoppin, Medieval Music  (W.W. Norton & Company, 1978), 308. 
7 Corozon Otero, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco: His Life and Works for the Guitar (United Kingdom: 

Ashley Mark Pulishing Co. 1999), 13. 
8 David Lee Alt, “An Analysis of Five Shakespearean Settings by Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco” (D.M. diss., 

University of Iowa, 1980), 19. 
9 Otero, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, 16. 
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were Edoardo del Valle (piano) and Illdebrando Pizzetti (composition).
10

  Castelnuovo-

Tedesco rapidly developed a favorable reputation as both a composer and pianist and was 

soon known throughout Europe.  Along with Alfredo Casella, Ottorino Respighi, and his 

teacher Pizzetti, he was considered one of Italy’s foremost musicians.  

Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s success in Italy was short lived because of anti-Semetic 

legislation passed by the Italian government.  It took six months for Castelnuovo-Tedesco 

and his family to receive permission from the Italian government to leave Italy.  With the 

help of Arturo Toscanini and Jasha Heifetz, the Castelnuovo-Tedesco family moved to 

the United States, settling in Larchmont, New York in 1939.  Within his first year in 

America, Castelnuovo-Tedesco realized he could not make a living as a composer in New 

York and moved to California where he taught and composed music for the film industry, 

writing over a hundred film scores and teaching composition to a number of notable film 

composers including André Previn and Henry Mancini. 
11

  Castelnuovo-Tedesco 

eventually wrote a total of seven operas, eight oratorios and cantatas, four ballets, 

overtures to plays by Shakespeare, over one-hundred piano works, over four-hundred 

songs, more than one-hundred choral pieces, chamber music, concertos, in addition to  

works for organ, harp, oboe and of course the guitar. 
12

  He died on March 16, 1968, at 

his home in Beverly Hills at the age of seventy-two.  

It was a meeting with the late Andres Segovia, the great Spanish classical guitarist, 

at the International Festival of Music in Venice in 1932 that aroused Castelnuovo-

Tedesco’s interest in writing for the guitar.  Their friendship resulted in a collaboration 

between composer and performer lasting nearly thirty years.  Castelnuovo-Tedesco 

dedicated many works to Segovia and their published correspondence underscores their 

mutual respect and admiration. 
13

   

In the genre of guitar music alone Castelnuovo-Tedesco wrote fifty-seven works.  

Perhaps most importantly, he created a repertoire in which the guitar was able to 

                                                 
10 David Lee Alt,  “An Analysis of Five Shakespearean Settings,” 19. 

 
11 Dorthy Landis Gray, “ Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco: Selected English Settings of Music for  

Women’s Voices from His American Period (1939-1968)” ( D.M. diss., The Catholic  

University of America, 1996), 2. 
12 Stanley Sadie,  ed., “Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music And Musicians 

Second Edition (Maacmillan Publishers Limited, 2001),  256 -57. 
13 Otero, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, p.90. 92 and 99. 
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participate with other instruments.  Four works for guitar and orchestra, one work for 

guitar and string quartet, guitar duets, and guitar in combination with, piano, flute, and 

voice were welcome additions to a repertoire previously comprised almost exclusively of 

solo music. 
14

   

 At the end of the 1950’s there was an estrangement between Segovia and 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco.
15

  One possible explanation for this unfortunate incident comes 

from a letter Segovia wrote to the composer in 1959.  
16

  Segovia had requested many 

works from Castelnuovo-Tedesco which, to Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s knowledge, had 

never appeared in any of the Maestro’s programs.  Castelnuovo-Tedesco also believed 

that Segovia had neglected his duties as editor, with some pieces going to press without 

fingerings, and these frustrations had reached Segovia through gossip channels.  Segovia 

responded with an emotionally detached letter stating that he would no longer perform 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s music on his programs.
17

  While the friendship was eventually 

salvaged, few additional works were either written for or commissioned by Andres 

Segovia.   

 

Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s Vogelweide 

 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco combined guitar with voice in several works.  The first 

composition in this genre was the Romancero Gitano (1951) for small chorus and guitar, 

based on texts of Federico Garcia Lorca.  In 1960 he wrote a work for vocal narration and 

guitar in seven volumes to Juan Ramon Jimenez children’s book, Platero and I.
18

   

Finally, in 1966, The Divan of Moses ibn ezra, for high voice and guitar appeared with an 

English text based on the works of the Hebrew poet who lived in Muslim Spain.
19

  The 

estrangement from Segovia could explain why the song cycle that is the topic of this 

                                                 
14 Stanley Sadie,  ed., “Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music And Musicians 

Second Edition (Maacmillan Publishers Limited, 2001),  256 -57. 
15 Lily Afshar, “ 24 Caprichos De Goya, Op. 195, for Guitar by Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco and their 

relation to Goya’s etchings.”  (D.Mus. diss., Florida State University, 1989),  8. 
16 Otero, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, p.107 -110. 
17 Otero, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, p.108. 
18 In the performance of Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s work, portions of Jimenez’s book are read, not sung, while 

the guitar accompanies the story. 
19 Peter Highham, “Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s Vogelweide,” Journal of Singing, 53/5 (May-June 1997), 27. 
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treatise, Vogelweide, was not dedicated to Segovia as one would expect, but to the 

German guitarist Siegfried Beherend and the baritone Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, neither 

of whom is believed to have ever performed the work.  The collection of ten songs was 

composed in 1958, but remained unpublished until 1987. 
20

    

While Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s works are heard almost exclusively in guitar 

recitals, examining his catalogue of works reveals a love for the art song.  Castelnuovo-

Tedesco was fluent in at least six-languages and familiar with great works of literature in 

their original tongues: Greek, Hebrew, Latin, German, Spanish, English, and Italian.  He 

generally avoided translations and used his linguistic fluency to instinctively recognize 

the potential for lyric each language possessed. 
21

  Vogelweide includes two sets of text in 

the score: The first is in the original Middle-High German while a modern German 

translation is given below.  In addition to the two choices of text, the titles of Walther’s 

works have been replaced by Castelnuovo-Tedesco with descriptive titles summarizing 

the text. 

Whereas the vocal music by his countrymen in the Nineteenth-Century had 

reduced lyrics to being a vehicle for melodic expression, Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s models 

for vocal composition were the German-Romantic composers of Lieder.  Franz Schubert, 

Robert Schumann, and Hugo Wolf had chosen texts by great literary figures and tried to 

respect and convey these words in sound. Castelnuovo-Tedesco pursued this approach in 

regard to his own vocal music. 
22

  Castelnuovo-Tedesco most likely recognized a kindred 

spirit in Walther von der Vogelweide, for while other minnesingers considered lyrics 

little more than vehicles for a good melody, Walther’s determination to articulately 

express his political and religious views showed that the words were of equal or greater 

importance.  In 1958, while judging the Busoni Piano Competition in Bolzano, Italy,  

Castelnuovo-Tedesco wrote the Vogelweide cycle in less than a month.
23

   

The ten songs that make up Vogelweide are composed to texts dealing with a wide 

range of subjects.   Political advice, political criticism, historic documentation, songs of 

natural and high love, reverence of god, and songs admonishing unchristian behavior are 

                                                 
20 Highham, “Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s Vogelweide,” 27. 
21 Alt,  “An Analysis of Five Shakespearean Settings,” 20. 
22 David Lee Alt,  “An Analysis of Five Shakespearean Settings,” 23-24. 
23 Otero, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, p.100. 
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collected in one setting.   It should be noted that Castelnuovo-Tedesco chose those texts 

that distinguished Walther from his contemporaries.   Even the love songs that are 

selected are unique within their own genre.  Although this uniqueness will be discussed 

on an individual basis in the body of the treatise, it can briefly be described by the 

manner in which Walther approached love song.   Instead of the vulgar lyrics normally 

used by his contemporaries to describe love that occurred outside of the court, Walther 

described this love with an elegance and refinement otherwise reserved for the social elite.   

These songs describe a natural love in the language of courtly or high love.   

It would be erroneous to say that this document contains an analysis of all the 

musical allegory present in the Vogelweide cycle.  It is hoped that the performer 

familiarizing himself with this document, will realize that in addition to having beautiful 

melodies, there was indeed a deeper level of thought in the composition of Vogelweide.  

While several avenues of analysis have been touched upon, the scope of this treatise is 

limited to musical text description that enables the performer to open themselves to 

expression and interpretation that would not have occurred otherwise.    

 

 



1. “Schlimme Zeiten” (Bad Times) 

 

The area of present-day Austria had become a province of the Roman Empire at 

about the same time as England.  Austria was included in the great Frankish empire of 

Charlemagne and with the death of Charlemagne’s son Louis the Pious, it fell to his 

grandson, Louis the German, who inherited most of Charlemagne’s territories east of the 

Rhine.  Out of this region gradually arose a union of somewhat independent provinces 

that eventually united to become the Holy Roman Empire, asserting a claim to be the heir 

to the Roman Empire of antiquity.  Because its claims conflicted with those of the Church 

of Rome, the Holy Roman Empire was in almost constant friction with the Papacy.  

Around this time (c. 1170) Walther von der Vogelweide was born under the reign of  

emperor Frederick of Hohenstaufen.
1
   

During Walther’s life, Germany was an elected monarcy.
2
   Unlike a hereditary 

monarchy in which the line of ascension was assured through blood, a vacancy on the 

throne in an elected monarchy would often result in fierce battles between noblemen and 

supporters competing for power if no candidate of predominant stature or following were 

present.  With the death of Frederick Barabarossa (Frederick of Hohenstaufen) on the 

Third Crusade in 1190, the throne descended to his son, Henry VI.
3
  Henry tried to 

change the German electoral kingdom into a Hereditary Roman Empire, but the Pope 

stood in his way.
4
   When Henry died in 1197, his son Frederick II was still an infant.  

Henry’s vassals took advantage of the situation to prevent the Hohenstaufens from 

establishing a succession by inheritance.  They lent their support to the Welf candidate, 

Otto of Brunswick, a distant relative of Richard the Lionhearted of England.  To 

undermine Henry’s vassals, the Hohenstaufen party elected Henry’s brother Philip to rule 

until Henry’s son came of age. The opposition crowned its candidate in Aachen on July 

12, 1198.  During this period no central authority existed. 
5
 

For reasons that are unclear, Walther sided with the Hohenstaufen candidate, 

Philip.  Walther composed three famous songs to an existing melody known as the 

                                                 
1 Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide, 16. 
2 Ernst Kantorowicz, Frederick the Second  1194 – 1250. (London: Constabler & Co Ltd , 1931), 10 
3 Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide,  92 
4 Kantorowicz, Frederick the Second, 11. 
5 Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide,  92. 
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“Reichston” or “Imperial Tune” and as Philip was crowned Emperor, it is assumed the 

songs are related to his ascension to the throne.
6
  The first of these songs is “Ich Saz uf 

eime steine.” 

The text deals with the question of how to balance worldly concerns with God’s 

grace.  A righteous man without wealth could not be generous and therefore could not 

enjoy complete public esteem.  A wealthy man who did not exchange wealth for honor 

would soon lose his supporters and thus lose his wealth as well as his honor.  Therefore, 

these two virtues could survive only in balance. However, the idea of obtaining wealth or 

caring about one’s status went against God’s commandments. 
7
  Through form and tonal 

area alone, Castelnuovo-Tedesco musically renders all aspects of the narrator’s thought 

process in balancing these elements. 

 

“Schlimme Zeiten” 8 

 

Ich saz ûf eime steine,     I sat upon a stone 

und dahte bein mit beine:     And crossed one leg over the other. 

dar ûf satzt ich den ellenbogen;    On it I set my elbow. 

bich hete in mine hant gesmogen                            I had nestled in my hand 

 

daz kinne und ein mîn wange.  5 my cheek and chin. 

dô dâhte ich mir vil ange,     There I thought fearfully 

wie man zer welte solte leben.    about how one in this world should live. 

deheinen rât kunde ich gegeben,                                   I could give no advice 

 

wie man driu dinc erwurbe,    how one could acquire three things 

der keines niht verdurbe.    10 so none would spoil 

du zwei sint êre und varnde guot,    The two are honor and wealth, 

daz dicke ein ander schaden tuot.    which often harm each other. 

 

daz dritte ist gotes hulcie,     The third is God’s Grace 

der zweier übergulde.     which is greater than the other two. 

die wolte ich geme in einen schrîn.  15 I gladly wished they be one shrine. 

Jâ leider desn mac niht gesîn,    Unfortunately it may not be 

 

daz guot und weltlich êre     that wealth and worldly honor 

und gotes hulde mêre    And God’s Grace will 

zesamene in ein herze komen.    come together in one heart. 

stîg unde wege sint in benomen;   20 Paths and ways are taken away, 

 

 

 

                                                 
6 Ibid, 92. 
7 Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide,  93 
8 Translation by Ibid, 93.  
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untriuwe ist in der sâze,     treachery is in ambush, 

gewalt vert ûf der strâze,     violence travels the road, 

fride unde reht sint sêre wunt,    peace and quiet are much wounded. 

diu driu enhabent geleites niht,                                    The three have no escort 

diu zwei enwerden ê gesunt.   25         (until) the two become healthy. 

 

The work is constructed in two sections predominantly in D minor.  Section A 

(mm 1– 33) is left harmonically open, while Section B (mm 34 – 75) is harmonically 

closed.  The recycling of material from Section A in Section B, namely reiterating the 

opening intro as a codetta, suggest a rounded binary structure (Ex.1.1). 

 

Ex. 1.1  Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s text division according to form. 

 

Section A 

First Tonal Area (mm. 1 – 20) 

Ich saz ûf eime steine,    I sat upon a stone 

und dahte bein mit beine:    And crossed one leg over the other. 

dar ûf satzt ich den ellenbogen;   On it I set my elbow. 

bich hete in mine hant gesmogen                           I had nestled in my hand 

daz kinne und ein mîn wange.  5  my cheek and chin. 

Second Tonal Area (mm. 21 – 33) 

dô dâhte ich mir vil ange,    There I thought fearfully 

wie man zer welte solte leben.    about how one in this world should live. 

deheinen rât kunde ich gegeben,                            I could give no advice 

wie man driu dinc erwurbe,     how one could acquire three things 

der keines niht verdurbe.   10  so none would spoil 

 

 

Section B 

 

“Developmental”Area (mm.34 – 54) 

du zwei sint êre und varnde guot,   The two are honor and wealth, 

daz dicke ein ander schaden tuot.   which often harm each other. 

daz dritte ist gotes hulcie,    The third is God’s Grace 

der zweier übergulde.     which is greater than the other two. 

die wolte ich geme in einen schrîn. 15 I gladly wished they be one shrine. 

Jâ leider desn mac niht gesîn,    Unfortunately it may not be 

 

daz guot und weltlich êre    that wealth and worldly honor 

und gotes hulde mêre    And God’s Grace will 

zesamene in ein herze komen.    come together in one heart. 
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Ex. 1.1 cont. 

 

Return to First Tonal Area (mm. 55 – 66) 

       stîg unde wege sint in benomen;  20 Paths and ways are taken away, 

       untriuwe ist in der sâze,    treachery is in ambush, 

       gewalt vert ûf der strâze,    violence travels the road, 

       fride unde reht sint sêre wunt,    peace and quiet are much wounded. 

 

A’  (mm. 66 – End) 
 

       diu driu enhabent geleites niht,                             The three have no escort 

       diu zwei enwerden ê gesunt.   25         (until) the two become healthy. 

 

Section A (mm 1- 33) is clearly divided into two parts in terms of both music and 

subject matter.  The opening phrase (Ex. 1.2), with its D Phrygian inflection in the 

consequent phrase, is repeated starting at m. 9 with the text (Ex. 1.3), slightly varied, and 

brought to a conclusion with an imperfect authentic-cadence in m. 20. 

Ex. 1.2   Opening phrase of “Schlimme Zeiten,” mm. 1 – 8. 

 

 

Ex. 1.3  Text added to opening phrase, “Schlimme Zeiten,” mm.9 -10. 
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Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s arrangement respects most of Walther’s rhyming couplets, 

yet chose not to parallel musical form with poetic form in the first five lines of text.   The 

last phrase (mm.17 – 20) is actually the first line of the second stanza.  The topic of the 

second stanza’s first line is still connected with the previous stanza in which the narrator 

is in a state of contemplation (Ex. 1.4). 

 

Ex. 1.4  Text enjambment between stanzas one and two.           

   

 Ich saz ûf eime steine,    I sat upon a stone 

 und dahte bein mit beine:    And crossed one leg over the other. 

dar ûf satzt ich den ellenbogen;   On it I set my elbow. 

bich hete in mine hant gesmogen                           I had nestled in my hand 

daz kinne und ein mîn wange. 5  my cheek and chin. 

 

 

The shift to the relative major before the start of the Section B  follows standard 

harmonic practice, but it is short lived as only the triad of F major is sounded (Ex. 1.5). 

 

Ex. 1.5   Beginning of second tonal area, “Schlimme Zeiten,” m.21 

 

d:      III 

b :            V 

 

The presence of A natural, Db and Eb in the following  phrase reveal the F major 

triad functioning as a V in Bb melodic minor, continuing on to half-cadence in m.24.    

This thwarting of expectations foreshadows the text of the B section to be discussed.  The 

third phrase in this unit (mm. 29 – 33) contains a closing motive that is left harmonically 

open on an A major triad, V in the home D tonality ( Ex. 1.6a).  Here the narrator asks 
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how wealth, honor, and God’s grace can exist together and the unresolved V serves to 

emphasize the question.  The following section attempts to supply a solution to this 

dilemma.  

The B Section is appropriately developmental suggesting the confusion in 

balancing wealth, honor, and God’s grace. This section consists of four phrases that 

contain altered, imitated, and sequenced motivic ideas. Each of the three components in 

the question receive their own four measure phrase and each phrase attempts to establish 

its own tonal area (Ex.1.6 a,b, and c).  One could argue that this type of tonal deflection is 

analogous to human thought where one possible solution (stable key) is interrupted by a 

new thought (deflection away from tonal stability).  

 

Ex. 1.6a.  “The two are honor and wealth which often harm each other,” 

“Schlimme Zeiten,” mm. 34 – 37.   

 

 

 
d:     V                       V                     i6     V/III                 III 

 

 

Ex. 1.6b.  “The third is Gods Grace which is greater than the other two,” 

“Schlimme Zeiten,”  mm. 38 – 41. 

 

 
 

a:            ii 7               I 
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Ex. 1.6c “I gladly wished they be one shrine. Unfortunately it may not be,”  

               “Schlimme Zeiten,” mm.  43 –46. 

 

 

 
A:   vi7                  V/V                    V/vi                 F:       V/V              V/vi            

            

 

In the absence of leading tones, the progression of ii-v- i  in the tonality of D 

Phrygian occurs.  The Phrygian b2 takes the place of the leading tone, via the cadential 

formula first seen in Ex. 1.1, signifying a return to the home tonality of D (Ex. 1.7). 

Ex. 1.7   “Development” closing in D tonality, “Schlimme Zeiten,”  mm. 52 -54. 

      

 

                            ii                      v                      i 

 

 

The remainder of the B section (Ex.1.7) is composed of repetitions derived from the 

“development’s” final phrase group (mm. 52 – 54).  At m.55 the fourth stanza begins and 

from this point in the text (line 20) one can see that the narrator has finished trying to 

solve the problem and proceeds to explain the dire consequences for a ruler unable to 

maintain a proper balance between wealth, honor and God’s grace (Ex.1.8). 
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Ex. 1.8   Beginning of stanza four, “Schlimme Zeiten,” mm. 54 -57. 

 

 

Tonal closure is evaded at the end of the melismas in m.58 and the music instead  

prolongs the cadence by introducing a modal repetition of the closing phrase from 

Section A (Ex. 1.9).  

 

Ex. 1.9 a &b  Closing phrase from Section A and modal repetition, “Schlimme  

                       Zeiten,” mm. 29 -30 & mm. 60 -61. 

a.     b. 

\            

                    

The home tonality was established in mm. 55 – 66.  The motive of the melisma (first 

heard in m.18  ) and the cadential formula heard soon thereafter (m.19) signal a return to 

the opening material.  It must be remembered that this portion of the section fails to 

conclusively cadence by leading to Ex.1.9b in m. 60 and continueing to a false ending at 

m. 62.  It is, only when the introduction is quoted exactly, in the A’ portion of the 

structure (mm. 66 to End), does the work come to a halt (Ex.1.10).   
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Ex. 1.10   A’ Portion of rounded binary structure, “Schlimme Zeiten,” mm.  66 -

68. 

 

 The journey of the narrator occurs solely in his mind while sitting on the rock.  

The opening motive, used to support the text that describes the narrator’s pensive 

positioning, begins and ends the selection while a multitude of tonal areas and motives 

describe his philosophical journey. Just as his the narrator is left, where he started, with 

no easy answer to the questions, the music returns to a contemplation of the opening 

materials. 
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2. “Magdeburger Weihnacht” (Magdeburg Christmas) 

 

 On Christmas Day, four months after his coronation, Philip held a gathering in the 

northeastern German city of Magdeburg at which Walther was present.  Records show 

how Walther observed Philip and his Queen Irene. Walther sings of the grace and dignity 

with which the prince wore his crown.
1
 

 

“Magdeburger Weihnacht” 2 

 

Ez gienc, eins tages als unser herre wart geborn            On the day that our Lord was born                

von einr maget die er im ze muoter hâte erkorn             of a maid who he himself had chosen as his mother, 

ze Magdeburc der kunec Philippus Schône.                   beautiful King Philip was at Magdeburg. 

 

dâ gienc eins keisers bruoder und eins keisers kint        There went an emperor’s brother and emperor’s son 

in einer wât, swie doch die namen drei sint:               5  in one garment, though their names are three. 

Er truoc des rîches zepter und die krone                         He carried the Realm’s scepter and crown. 

 

er trat vil lise, im was night gach:                                   He did walk quietly, he was in no hurry. 

im sleich ein hôchgeborniu kuneginne nâch,                  A high born Queen followed him,  

rôs ane dorn, ein tûbe sunder gallen.                               a rose without thorns and a dove without gall. 

 

diu zuht was niener anderswâ:                                  10  Such refinement had not been seen elsewhere 

die Duringe und die Sahsen dienten alsô dâ,                  The Thuringians and the Saxons thus served there 

das ez den wîsen muoste wol gevallen                            in a way that pleased all wise men. 

 

The first stanza, which associates the birth of Christ with the coronation of King 

Philip, not only gives the time and place of the texts composition, but also sets the mood 

of the poem with its allegorical comparisons.  The next symbolic reference is to the 

Trinity where Philip is described as being the king, the emperor’s brother and an 

emperor’s son.  Philip was King of Swabia, brother to Henry VI and the son of 

Barbarossa.  The idea of the Ptolemaic universe was still accepted at the time and the 

hierarchy in the sphere of heaven with God at the top followed by a declining order of 

being was naturally expected to be balanced with a similar hierarchy here on earth (such 

as the feudal system headed by a king).  This construct enabled Walther to compare 

Phillip to God without committing blasphemy. 
3
     

                                                 
1 Kantorowicz, Frederick the Second, 18. 
2 Translation by Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide,  99.  
3 Ibid, 99. 
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Ex. 2.1   Ternary formal divisions of  “Magdeburger Weihnacht.” 

Section A 

| Intro   m.2|  |Ez gienc.. M.6|  |Von einr maget...M.10|  |Ze Magdeburc...M.14| 

F:                                               a:                                                            AC in F 

 

|Da gienc...M.20    | |In einer...M.23|   |Er truoc...M.27| 

F:                             a:                                     PC in  A 

 

Section B 

| Er trat...M.31|   |Im sleich.........M.35|   |Rose ane dorn...M.40| 

E:     IAC in a    C:    DC on vii 7/V    a:         PAC in C 

 

Section A 

|Diu zuht...M.47|  |Das ez den wisen... M.51|   |Codetta...M.55| 

F:                  PAC in F    PAC in F      

 

The first, second and fourth stanza (at least in part) are constructed from the same 

melodic material while the third stanza contains contrasting ideas.  The second stanza 

could be considered a repeat of the first stanza with lines three and six (mm. 10-14 & 23 

– 27) respectively functioning as first and second endings (Ex.2.2a & b). 

 

Ex. 2.2a   Beginning of A Section, “Magdeburger Weihnacht” mm.1-4. 
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Ex. 2.2b  “Repeat” of A, “Magdeburger Weihnacht” mm.15-18. 

 

 

The first and second stanza function as A sections while the third stanza contains 

the B division.  The contrasting B section presents a change in topic from a description of 

Philip to the procession itself.  The overall descending melodic motive of the three 

phrases here balances the ascension in the melodic line of the A sections.  Castelnuovo-

Tedesco presented these phrase groups with the same melodic line sounded twice (adding 

enharmonic change in the spelling of D# & Eb and with a C natural in place of C sharp) 

in a melodic description of the procession (Ex.2.3 & 2.4).    

 

The text shows that Philip proceeded first:  

Ex. 2.3  “He did not walk quietly, he was in no hurry”, “Magdeburger 

Weihnacht,”  mm. 28-31. 

 
Then his bride: 

 

Ex. 2.4   “A high born Queen followed him,” “Magdeburger Weihnacht” mm.  

    32-35. 
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The couple, while separate individuals, become one in marriage and while the melodic 

lines are nearly identical, the slight variations (individual characteristics) of enharmonic 

changes (and C natural in Ex. 2.4) musically remind us that the two have become one.   

The fourth stanza is set in two phrases encompassing ten measures.  The final 

stanza breaks the three-phrase-per-stanza pattern by employing a symmetrical two phrase 

unit derived from a partial return of the opening melodic figure.  Labeled by the 

composer as Tempo I, this stanza’s music functions as A in the Ternary Design  (Ex.2.5). 

 

Ex. 2.5  Beginning of fourth stanza, “Magdeburger Weihnacht” m. 42-45. 

 

 

“Magdeburger Weihnacht” is the only selection in the Vogelweide cycle set in a 

compound meter (6/8). 
4
 The Andantino tempo indication, with chords set on strong beats 

in the accompaniment, reinforces the regal stride of Philip and his bride mentioned in the 

text.  The other descriptions, all ecclesiastical in nature, are hidden in the phrase structure 

of the music through a connection to the trinity.   

Stanza one shows the event to have taken place on Christmas, quoting line two 

and three:  “On the day that our Lord was born of a maid who he himself had chosen as 

his mother.”   Stanza two compares the emperor Philip to the Trinity: “There went an 

emperors brother and emperors son in one garment though their names are three.”  The 

final religious analogy in the text occurs in the third stanza where Philip’s wife is 

compared to the Virgin Mary.  As line 8 and 9 state:  “A rose without thorns and a dove 

without gall.”  The fourth stanza deals only with an impression gathered from the guests 

by Walther:  “The Thuringians and the Saxons thus served there in a way that pleased all 

wise men.” 

                                                 
4 It is quite possible that the Trinity is being reflected in the division of the beat.  
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 Castelnuovo-Tedesco kept most of the stanzaic construction from Walther’s 

original with the exception of the final stanza. Walther was consistent in presenting three 

line stanzas throughout.  Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s setting has each line in the first three 

stanzas contained in an asymmetrical periodic structure, each line set in its own phrase in 

groupings of three.  In Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s setting, the last of Walther’s stanzas 

becomes highly ornamented and syllabic, as more text is used in the shorter note values, 

enabling three lines of text to be presented in a symmetrical period of two lines, thereby 

separating it formally from all other stanzas (Ex. 2.6).  

 

Ex. 2.6    Castelnuovo-Tedesco Phrase setting: 

Ez gienc, eins tages als unser herre wart geborn             

von einr maget die er im ze muoter hâte erkorn              

ze Magdeburc der kunec Philippus Schône.                    

 

dâ gienc eins keisers bruoder und eins keisers kint         

in einer wât, swie doch die namen drei sint:                  

Er truoc des rîches zepter und die krone                          

 

er trat vil lise, im was night gach:                                    

im sleich ein hôchgeborniu kuneginne nâch,                   

rôs ane dorn, ein tûbe sunder gallen.                                

 

diu zuht was niener anderswâ: die Duringe und die Sahsen dienten alsô dâ,                   
das ez den wîsen muoste wol gevallen                             

                      

 

The boldface text shows the two lines of Walther’s text, which have been expressed as 

one in Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s setting.  The reason that Castelnuovo-Tedesco chose this 

separation may stem from the reference to the Trinity in stanza two.  The stanzas that 

contain religious references are contained in the asymmetrical three-part phrase structure.   

These are separated from the two-part divisions of the fourth stanza, which does not 

contain any religious allegory.   

The opening motive of the vocal line is repeated three times in a short codetta, 

with each repetition at progressively lower octaves.  A final religious reference is 

purposely identified by the religioso marking at m.54 (Ex. 2.7).   
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Ex. 2.7  Religioso marking, “Magdeburger Weihnacht” m. 51-55. 

 

 

 Here in “Magdeburger Weihnacht,” it is the religious allegory that Castelnuovo-

Tedesco chose to emphasize in setting  Walther’s text.  Unlike the previous selection: 

harmony, overall form, and motive do not play the vital role in depicting Walther’s words.   

Instead a smaller unit of form, the phrase, is used to depict the Trinity by being combined 

into asymmetrical units to fit Walther’s three-line stanzas.   
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3. “Die Romische Opfersteuer” (Rome’s Taxes) 

 

  The last “political” song  by Walther that Castelnuovo-Tedesco chose to include 

is “Ahi, wie Kristenliche nu der babest lachet,” Vogelweide’s:  “Die Romische 

Opfersteuer.” 

     “Die Romische Opfersteuer” 1 

Ahî wie kristenliche nû der bâbest lachet                            Aha, how Christianly the Pope laughs 

swenne er sînen Walhen seit: ‘ich hanz alsô gemachet!’    when he says to his Italians: ‘Look what I have done‘ 2 

 

Daz er dâ seit, des solte er neimer hân gedâht;                    What he says, he should never have thought. 

Er giht, ‘ich hân zwên Allamân under eine krône brâht,     He says:  ‘I have brought two Germans under one crown 

 

daz size rîche sulen stoeren unde wasten.                      5   that they might destroy and devastate the empire. 

Ie dar under fullen wir die kasten:                                       In the meantime, we will fill our chests. 

 

ich hân si an minen stoc gement, ir gout ist allez mîn:       I have driven them with my stick, everything of theirs is mine 

Ir tiutschez silber vert in mînen welschen schrîn.               their German silver is traveling to my chests. 

 

Ir pfaffen, ezzet huener und trinket wîn,                             You priests eat chicken and drink wine, 

unde lât die tiutcschen leien magern unde vasten.’       10  and let the German laymen fast and lose weight.’ 

 

 

                                                

In the early thirteenth-century, when the Cathar religion threatened to replace 

Catholicism in southern France, the pope declared a crusade against the practitioners of 

Catharism, the Albigensians.  With the help of the French kings and their vassals to the 

north, who were seeking to augment their holdings, the Pope’s armies carried out 

genocide against the Albigensians. 
3
 To finance the crusade, Pope Innocent III  issued an 

order for collection boxes to be placed in all churches.  In “Ahi, wie kristenliche,”  

Walther voices a stern criticism against the Pope and his actions.  It should be noted that 

Walther does not condemn the actions of the Pope in his extermination of the 

Albigensians, but instead criticizes the Pope’s choice of German parishioners financing 

the crusade.  An endorsement of the former opinion would have earned him a death 

sentence as a heretic! 

 Each line of text contains its own melodic material, distinct not only from other 

lines of text, but also from the lines within each couplet.  Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s setting 

 
1 Translation by Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide,  104.  
2 Jones translates ‘Walhen’ as Wops in order to reflect the “contemptuous overtones” during Walther’s 

time.  I have used the term  “Italians” here.    
3 Michael Baigent and others, Holy Blood, Holy Grail. (Dell: New York, 1983), 49-52. 
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deviates substantially from Walther’s form in order to distinguish characters and 

important lines of text, as can be seen in the following diagram: 

 

Ex. 3.1  Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s narrator separation in “Die Romische 

Opfersteuer” 

Narrator: 

Ahî wie kristenliche nû der bâbest lachet  swenne er sînen Walhen seit:  

‘ich hanz alsô gemachet!’   Daz er dâ seit, des solte er neimer hân gedâht; Er giht,  

 

Pope: 

 
‘ich hân zwên Allamân under eine krône brâht, daz size rîche sulen stoeren unde wasten.                       

Ie dar under fullen wir die kasten:                                       . 

ich hân si an minen stoc gement, ir gout ist allez mîn:        

Ir tiutschez silber vert in mînen welschen schrîn.               . 

 

Ir pfaffen, ezzet huener und trinket wîn,                               

unde lât die tiutcschen leien magern unde vasten.’        

Ex.3.2   Phrase analysis, “Die Romische Opfersteuer” 

MM. 1 – 12 

|Ahi wie…               m.6| |ich hanz alsô …             m.13 |  

e:        Modal HC on v                       Elided PAC in G  

                   to m. 13 

MM. 14 – 37 

|ich han…m.21||Ie dar…m.29||ich hans zwen..ir guot m.37||Ir tiusch…m.44| 

G:  D:  G:                       PAC in G         

MM. 45 -57  

|Ir pfaffen…m.48 |   |un de lat m.52| |                      m.57| 

G:       PAC in  e         Cadence on E  

  

This through-composed selection begins with a six-measure recitative that flows 

into a more lyrical section with a broken accompaniment (marked “burlesco”) that is also 

six measures in length.  These pairs serve to introduce a tonally stable area of G 

beginning in m.14.   From m.14 until the end, the introduction’s six-bar pattern is 
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replaced with phrases that are predominantly eight to four measures in length.  The G 

pedal closes the narration at m.45 (Ex.3.3) and is distinguished from other pedals with an  

eighth/double sixteenth-note ( ) rhythmic pulse that lends anticipation to the 

consequences of the Pope’s actions, revealed in lines 9 and 10 of Walther’s original.   

 

Ex. 3.3  G pedal, “Die Romische Opfersteuer,” mm.45-49. 

 

A reasonably strong cadence in E minor is reached in m. 57, but true resolution is 

thwarted with a French augmented sixth-chord cadencing to a second-inversion I chord. 

(Ex. 3.4). Thus, the Pope’s unremorseful attitutude is reflected in the harmonic angst of 

the ending. 

 

 Ex. 3.4  Ending, “Die Romische Opfersteuer,” mm.57-58. 

 

 

A closer look at the general descriptions already mentioned reveals details that are 

cleverly hidden in Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s setting.  The first section occurs with three 

distinct motives and tempo indications, in two six-measure phrases (mm.1 – 13), that  

musically depict Walther’s two first person speakers with the former quoting the latter.  

The first phrase belongs solely to the narrator and Castelnuovo-Tedesco brings attention 

to this fact by marking  it “quasi recitative,” suggesting the declamatory style a minstrel 
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would use in order to seize the audience’s attention.  The recitative is the only music that 

presents the narrator’s criticism in his own voice. The next critique (mm. 7 -13) quotes 

the Pope and is distinguished by a steady pulse of quarter notes in the accompaniment.  

These first phrases are devoid of key signature and accidentals.  E Phrygian is altered to 

E minor when the narrator quotes the Pope, accentuating the contrast between the first 

and third person voices.   

With rests completely halting the melodic movement, the “Pope’s” first utterings: 

“Ich hanz also gemachet” (m.6) have greater impact than if they were simply presented as 

a consequent phrase to line 1 of the text.  The motive of this statement, imitated in the 

guitar (Ex. 3.5), is short lived for good reason: while the Pope is quoted as speaking the 

words, they are actually a brief line of hearsay spoken by the narrator and only meant as a 

preamble to the Pope’s entrance in m.14.            

                                                                                   

Ex. 3.5  Narrator quoting the Pope, “Die Romische Opfersteuer,” mm.6-8. 

 

The Pope’s introductory words are anticipated by dominant harmony as the 

narrator exits on the leading tone F# with an elided resolution to m.14.  Not until after a 

measure of silence does the Pope begin to speak, the vocal line having resolved to G, 

marking the end of the narrator’s contribution (Ex. 3.6).  

 

Ex. 3.6  Pope’s entrance, “Die Romische Opfersteuer,” mm.12-16. 

                  

e:         V7/III G: I 
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These harmonic and motivic events are in response to Castelnuovo-Tedesco extending 

lines one and three by adding to them lines two and four and setting them in their own 

respective phrases (Ex.3.7) This lengthening of lines one and three helps to distinguish 

the speakers.  All of Walther’s remaining lines, while developing different melodic 

material, are contained in their own musical phrases, the reason being that they are all 

spoken by the Pope.   

 

Ex. 3.7   Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s combination of lines one and three with lines      

              two and four, “Die Romische Opfersteuer.” 

 

Walther’s unaltered text reads as: 

Ahî wie kristenliche nû der bâbest lachet   

swenne er sînen Walhen seit: ‘ich hanz alsô gemachet!’    

 

Daz er dâ seit, des solte er neimer hân gedâht;  

Er giht,  

 

While Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s phrasing of the text becomes: 

Ahî wie kristenliche nû der bâbest lachet  swenne er sînen Walhen seit:  

‘ich hanz alsô gemachet!’   Daz er dâ seit, des solte er neimer hân gedâht; Er giht,  

 

  “Die Romische Opfersteuer” presents different melodic material in each 

successive phrase, but an interesting melodic repetition deserves comment.  This 

repetition occurs in lines six through eight where the guitar imitates the vocal line’s most 

important points regarding Papal actions.  These accompaniment repetitions of vocal 

material enable Castelnuovo-Tedesco to emphasize the injustices spoken in the lines, 

while simultaneously dividing the subject matter of the text into distinct sections (Ex.3.8 

- 3.12).
4
  

 

                                                 
4 One can see that Ie dar under fullen wir die kasten (in the meantime, we will fill our chests) sets off a 

division of subject matter from the previously combined lines of  ich han zwen Allaman under eine krone 

braht daz size riche sulen stoeren unde wasten ( I have brought two Germans under one crown, that they 

might  destroy and devastate the empire). 
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Ex. 3.8  “In the meantime, we will fill our chests.” “Die Romische 

Opfersteuer,” mm.22-25. 

 

  
 

Ex. 3.9  Accompaniment Repetition of “In the meantime, we will fill our 

chests.“ “Die Romische Opfersteuer,” mm.27-29. 

 

 

 

Ex. 3.10  “I have driven them with my stick,” “Die Romische Opfersteuer,” 

mm.31-33. 

 

 
 

Ex. 3.11  Accompaniment Repetition of “I have driven them with my stick,” 

“Die Romische Opfersteuer,” mm.33-34. 
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Ex. 3.12  “Everything of theirs is mine,” and accompaniment repetition “Die  

        Romische Opfersteuer,” mm.35-38. 

 

 

 

Line five, ‘daz size riche sullen stoeren unde wasten,’ is supported by the most 

dissonant accompaniment in the song.   A major triad in first inversion descends 

chromatically over a G pedal, emphasizing injustice in the “stealing” from the German 

people (Ex. 3.13). 

 

Ex. 3.13  Harmonic dissonance expresses pilfering, “Die Romische 

Opfersteuer,” mm.17-21. 

 

 

 

Before the Coda, a brief quotation of material from the beginning is reiterated.  

The steady accompaniment halts and quarter notes occur only on the first beats while a 

written out ornament (mm. 43 - 44) suggests the return of the recitative style from mm.1-

6.   The strongest allusion to the opening is the phrase structure which is six-measures 

long (Ex. 3.14) and Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s directions for the accompaniment Folgend 

die Stimme (Following the voice).   
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Ex. 3.14  Brief return to recitative style, “Die Romische Opfersteuer,” mm.39-

44. 

 

 

Once the Pope’s speech begins, line eight is the only text presented in a six-bar phrase.  

All other text spoken by the Pope is in groupings of four.  The only relation to the 

opening seems to be musical, since no relation in end rhyme or speaker exists.  Thus, the 

accompaniment of the second phrase (Ex. 3.13) ends the piece, echoing its associated text: 

‘Ich hanz also gemachet!”   

 

Ex. 3.15  Ending, “Die Romische Opfersteuer,” mm.53-58. 

 

 
  

“Die Romische Opfersteuer” is the only selection in Vogelweide to contain more 

than one protagonist.  The narrator professes his distaste for the Pope in his own voice, 

sarcastically quotes the pontiff then relinquishes the podium as the Pope speaks in his 

own voice.  Although the keys of G major and E minor are used to express the different 

texts spoken by the narrator and the Pope, it is the motives that distinguish the two 

speakers from each other.   
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4. “Gott Unergrundlich” (Unfathomable God) 

 

Although the minnesinger stereotype is that of a wandering minstrel singing the 

love of high-born women at court, the previous three selections have shown how Walther 

skillfully handled the roles of philosopher, historian, and political satirist.  The same 

ingenuity can be found in Walther’s moralistic songs, as one chief contribution to his art 

lay in elevating such songs to high literary standards.
1
  Known as Spruche (proverbs), 

these songs became increasingly popular with German poets as interest in courtly love 

declined and other types of songs began to appear. 

Although he attacked Papal interference in secular affairs, Walther was far from 

being unreligious.  Throughout his work, he reveals his belief in the overriding 

importance of God’s mercy and in a divine order. 
2
 Many of Walther’s songs deal with 

matters of a spiritual and moral nature, and while the degree of Walther’s faith cannot be 

ascertained from historical documents, it can be asserted that he was genuinely concerned 

with people’s awareness of how certain bibilical passages governed behavior 

The next two selections deal with Walther’s commentary on human behavior both 

Christian and pagan.  The first, “Gott Unergrundlich,” deals with the exultation of the 

Lord and is contrasted by “Unnature,” a short criticism on unchristian behavior observed 

by Walther.  Added to the list of minnesinger roles can be that of teacher. 

 

“Gott Unergrundlich” 
3
 

 
 

                                                

Mehtiger got, dû bist sô lanc und bist sô breit,                 Mighty God thou art so magnificent and vast; 

gedacht wir dâ nâch daz wir unser arebeit  Remember us that our work might not be            

verlüren! dir sint beide ungemezzen maht und êwekeit.        Lost! Both your power and eternalness are immeasurable  

ich weiz bi mir wol daz ein ander ouch dar umbe trahtet:      I know others and I strive  

sô ist ez, als ez ie was, unseren sinnen unbereit.              5 now and forever to willingly reflect (on this). 

dû bist ze grôz, dû bist ze kleine: ez ist ungeahtet.                 It is not realized that thou art too immense and minute.   

tumber gouch, der dran betaget oder benahtet!                      The stupid man ponders (this) day and night.  

Wil er wizen daz nie wart gepredjet noch gepfahtet?             Does he want know what no parish has yet to preach? 

 

          

Castelnuovo-Tedesco divided this work into four large phrases, split into a two-

part structure (mm.1 – 6 & 7 – 11 and mm. 12 – 18 & 19 – 25), ending with a short 

 
1 Hopin, Medieval Music, 308. 
2 Wimmer, Anthology of Medieval German Literature, 321. 
3 Translation by Highham, “Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s Vogelweide,” 31-32. 
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codetta (mm. 27 – 30).  Each smaller division is marked by stark changes in texture as 

well as the pulse indication set by the composer.   In the first section, two motivic aspects 

need to be brought to the attention of the listener: 1) The intervallic skips of perfect 

fourths and fifths and 2) the descending chromatic line (Ex. 4.1). 

 

Ex. 4.1  Opening intervallic skips, “Gott Unergrundlich,” mm.1-3. 

 

By supporting the only line dealing solely with God’s praise, text description is 

achieved musically  by associating the perfect fourth and fifth leaps to the Lord’s 

Greatness. 
4
 This is starkly contrasted by the second phrase (mm. 7 – 11) where dissonant 

chromaticism supports a text concerned more with the works of man being forgotten than 

with the worship of God.  Like the omniscient Lord, however, the falling fifth, B to E (Ex. 

4.2), is hidden in the texture. 

 

Ex. 4.2   Descent of perfect 5
th

, “Gott Unergrundlich,” mm.7-8. 

 

The descent from B in the inner voice of the accompaniment proceeds from B(m. 7) 

uninterrupted to E in m.8.  However, this same motion, started again in m.8, is 

                                                 
4  In subsequent lines when praising God is secondary to prayer, it will be shown that the perfect fourths 

and fifths appears either hidden or in a delayed fashion with several scale degrees between.  
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interrupted at m.9 with a lingering on the F natural, reaching its goal of E two measures 

later at m. 11.  It is fitting that this interruption of the descending 5
th

 at m. 9 occurs on the 

word Verluren (i.e. Lost = immortality lost) depicting disconnection from God (Ex.4.3).       

 

Ex. 4.3   Interruption of perfect 5
th

 descent, “Gott Unergrundlich,” mm. 7-11. 

 

 

 

 

C:        ii                                                    V            I             VII 

         a:      V/V 

 

 In the latter two phrases of the work, the descending chromatic bass has been 

inverted so that it ascends in the vocal line and, although a return to the opening texture 

and motive occurs in m.12, several important differences should be mentioned:  Instead 

of outlining the E, B, E motive as it did in m. 3 – 6,  the vocal line is in unison with the 

chromatic ground.  Instead of singing God’s praises by mirroring the vocal line in mm. 3 

-6, the voice now clashes against the perfect intervals of the accompaniment in both 

music and text (Ex. 4.4). 
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Ex. 4.4   Melodic clash against accompaniment, “I know others and I strive 

now and forever to willingly reflect (on this),” “Gott Unergrundlich,” 

mm. 12 – 13. 

 

Throughout these two phrases the text deals with man’s attempt to comprehend God (to 

be like God) and out of this confusion the chromatic line shows not only angst in failed 

contemplation, but also dissonance as the rising chromatic intervals show the struggle to 

reach upward.  Perfection (The Lord) is present not only in the intervallic leaps of fourths 

and fifths, but also through a composing out of the 5
th

 over several measures (Ex.4.5). 

 

Ex.4.5   Perfect 5
th

 descent spread over several measures,“Gott 

Unergrundlich,” mm. 12 – 18. 

 

 

 

            A:        IV                              I 
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As the text once again turns to reverence ( “Du bist ze groz, du bist ze kleine: ez 

ist ungeahtet”) a two-measure phrase presents the voice doubling the E-B-E motive of the 

accompaniment, as it did in the opening (Ex. 4.6).  The alternating melody, in the  

accompaniment on B and A, extend this final phrase (mm. 20 – 26) which is left  

unresolved like the conclusions of the narrator.    

 

Ex. 4.6   “You are so great and vast…” “Gott Unergrundlich,”  mm.19-26. 

 

 

 

The coda closes the work with a second modal plagal cadence in A major (Ex. 

4.7).    Instead of an ordinary “church-cadence” with two major triads, the contradictory 

nature of the text is concluded aurally with a modal iv to I.   

 

Ex. 4.7  Coda, “Gott Unergrundlich,” mm.27-30. 

 

                 iv                            I 
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Although Walther surely meant the text as a representation of man in earnest 

prayer, Castelnuovo-Tedesco has applied a double-entendre to certain lines of Walther’s 

original to create an element of duplicity in the narrator’s character.  Whenever the mood 

of the text deviates from praise of God to the needs or concerns of man, Castelnuovo-

Tedesco presents the melody or the accompaniment in such a way as to emphasize  

chromatic elements or the prolongation of the perfect fourths and fifths by interjecting 

scale degrees. Through musical craft, Castelnuovo-Tedesco turned Walther’s poem of 

how men should revere God into a tale of how even in prayer, man can be selfish.     



5.  “Unnatur” (Unnaturalness) 
1
 

        Unmâze, nim dich beidiu an,      Paired in vast quantities:    

        manlîchiu wîp, wîplîche man,             manly hags, effeminate men, 

        pfafliche ritter, ritterlîche pfaffen:         knights behaving like fools, fools behaving like knights.  

        mit den solt dû dînen willen schaffen    Do with them as you like.                                                                                                

        ich wil dir si gar ze stiure geben,      5  I want to give them entirely to you as a gift: 

        und alte junghêrren für eigen:              And old youths for character 

        Ich wil dir junge althêrren zeigen,         I want to show you young elders, 

        Daz si dir twerhes helfen leben.           that they help you live wrongly. 

 

  It is not clear whether Walther’s short moral criticism expresses distaste for a 

particular court or constitutes a general observation made from his travels. The length, 

subject matter, and placement in Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s cycle are clear indications of a 

connection to “Mehtiger Gott.”  Castelnuovo-Tedesco contrasted the reverence for God 

in “Mehtiger Gott” with a work showing decrepitude in the face of God.   

Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s short setting maintains throughout the same rhythmic 

motive in the accompaniment throughout, while the chords are constructed of unusual 

voicings favoring minor and major seconds in addition to tri-tones (Ex. 5.1).   

 

Ex. 5.1  Opening, “Unnatur,” mm.1. 

 

 

 

The work exhibits no clear formal designation.  One musical phrase is assigned to 

each line of text and only one phrase group exhibits dominant harmony (m.18).  

Structural phenomenon and rhythmic placement of the melodic line must therefore be 

consulted to divide phrases.  Phrase groups where the vocal line ends on syncopated 

eighth-notes can be construed as antecedent (Ex. 5.2). 

 

 

                                                 
1 Translation by Highham, “Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s Vogelweide,” 32. 
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Ex. 5.2  Antecedent phrase endings, “Unnatur” mm.5 and mm13-15. 

 

                 

while those phrase groups that end on quarter-notes fall into the category of consequent 

(Ex.5.3). 

 

Ex. 5.3  Consequent phrase endings, “Unnatur,” mm.6-7, 17-20 and 29-32. 

 

     

 

 

  

With the G # tonicizing the tonal area of A in m.18, antecedent phrases for the remainder 

of the work no longer end on weak-beats, but instead are distinguished with their 

movement stopping on scale degree 5.  With the exception of the opening phrase group 

(mm.3 – 5), all phrase antecedents from this point end on scale degree 5 (E).  The implied 

(5 – 1) intervalic movement between E and A, several times in the short piece, lends 

support to an overall A tonality.   

The main feature of Walther’s text is the paired vices mentioned in each line. 
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Castelnuovo-Tedesco pairs two of these vices musically with motivic repetitions in the 

vocal part (Ex. 5.4a. and b). 

 

Ex. 5.4a.   Paired vices through paired motive, “Manly hags, effeminate men,” 

     “Unnatur,” mm. 6-7. 

 

 

Ex. 5.4b.   Vices paired through motive, “And old youths for character, I want to 

           show you young elders.”  “Unnatur,” mm. 21-28. 

 

 

 

 In a short setting such as “Unnatur,” the issue of time becomes paramount in 

musically expressing the text.  Castelnuovo-Tedesco solves this by focusing on two 

elements of Walther’s story: The generally unchristian behavior of the entire text and the 

paired vices that stem from this.  To this end the clashes of the harmony in the 

accompaniment show the general atmosphere of the text while motive is used to express 

the individual vices more subjectively.  
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6. “Reinmar, Der Mensch Und Der Kunstler” (Reinmar, The Man and The Artist) 
1
 

 

Dêswâr, Reinmâr, dû riuwest mich                 That is true, Reinmar, I mourn you 

michels harter dan ich dich,                           much more than you would I, 

ob dû lebetest und ich waere erstorben.         had you lived and I were dead  

 

ich wîlz bî minen triuwen sagen,                     I want to say it directly 

dich selben wolte ich lützel klagen                           5  you yourself, I  would mourn little: 

ich klage din edelen kunst, daz sist verdorben.        I mourn your noble art that has perished. 

 

dû kundest al der werlte fröide mêren    You gave the world much joy when you 

sô duz ze guoten dingen woltest kêren.    wanted to do good. 

mich riuwet din wol redender munt und din vil süezer sanc,  I mourn your eloquent words and sweet song 

 

daz die verboden sint bî minen ziten.                                 10   that have perished in my lifetime. 

daz dû niht eine wîle mohtest bîtten!                              That you would liked to have waited a while! 

sô leiste ich dir geselleschaft: mîn singen ist niht lanc                           I would have kept you company, my singing will  

                                                                                                                not last much longer. 

dîn sêle müeze wol gevarn, und habe din zunge danc             May your soul fare well, and may your tongue   

                                                                                                                receive its reward. 

 

 

This poem is a necrologue on the occasion of Reinmar von Hagenau’s death in 

1205.  It is believed that Reinmar was Walther’s teacher, formally or informally, when 

both were in Vienna at the court of the Babenbergs.
2
  This and a few other poems may 

indicate that there was some rivalry between them, one that was presumably rekindled 

when Walther was more or less forced to leave Vienna, while Reinmar remained.  The 

date of this elegy is uncertain (c. 1208-10) and the song is written in the “Leopoldston,” a 

melody used to address Duke Leopold of Babenberg. 
3
  Walther clearly distinguishes 

between Reinmar the man and Reinmar the artist and Castelnuvo-Tedesco has 

demonstrated this idea in his phrase structure and ordering of Walther’s lines.  In the new 

ordering (Ex. 6.1)  Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s first stanza deals with Walther’s contempt for 

Reinmar the man, while the second stanza in the new ordering praises Reinmar the artist. 

 

Ex. 6.1  Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s setting of  “Reimar, Der Mensch Und Der 

Kunstler.” 

 
Dêswâr, Reinmâr, dû riuwest mich  michels harter dan ich dich, ob dû lebetest und ich waere erstorben.         

ich wîlz bî minen triuwen sagen, dich selben wolte ich lützel klagen                      

ich klage din edelen kunst, daz sist verdorben.         

 

                                                 
1 Translation by Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide, 88. 
2 Wimmer, Anthology of Medieval German Literature, 349. 
3 Ibid, 349. 
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Ex. 6.1 cont. 
 

dû kundest al der werlte fröide mêren sô duz ze guoten dingen woltest kêren.     

mich riuwet din wol redender munt  

und din vil süezer sanc,  daz die verboden sint bî minen ziten.    

 

daz dû niht eine wîle mohtest bîtten!  sô leiste ich dir geselleschaft: 

 mîn singen ist niht lanc  dîn sêle müeze wol gevarn, und habe din zunge danc             

 

An asymetrical period (mm.1-15) followed by a double period (mm.16 – 39) 

make up this two part form.
4
  The A section follows a descending third sequence ending 

with an imperfect authentic cadence in Bb (mm. 1-15),  while the B section is divided 

with a half-cadence in F at m.27 and a perfect authentic cadence in F at m.37 (Ex.6.2) 

followed by a brief postlude of material (Ex. 6.3).   

 

Ex. 6.2  Formal divisions, “Reimar, Der Mensch Und Der Kunstler”               

A  MM. 1 – 15 

                                a                                          b                                    c 

 |Deswar…………………………….….m.7 | | ich wilz…   m.11 | | Ich kage m.15|                      

F: Evaded HC on Eb               HC on V/vi    IAC in Bb 

B MM. 16 – 27 

              a’                                          c’                                        c’’                  

 |du kindest…  m.20|  |mich riuwet…     m.22|  |und din…                    m.27 | 

  V7/dm                                                                        HC in f minor 

MM. 28 - 39 

a’          c’’           a 

 |das du… m. 31| |min sin…. m.37| |       m.39| 

  PAC In F                    

 

                                                 
4 The term ‘Double Period’ is used to describe two phrase groups that: 1) individually demonstrate 

periodicity 2) are set side by side, 3) with the second period ending  in a cadence more conclusive than the 

first. 
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Ex. 6.3  Postlude, “Reimar, Der Mensch Und Der Kunstler,” mm.37-39.      

        

 

 

Melodic and harmonic closure is the primary delineator of  phrases. However, 

changes in pulse, slight variations in tempo and drastic changes in motive also serve to 

separate smaller sections and coincide with changes in the focus of the text. The friction 

between Walther and Reimar is reflected in the clashes of the opening descending 

chromatic bass line against the prolonged interval of a major third (Ex. 6.4).   

 

Ex. 6.4  Harmonic expression of  character clashes in “Reimar, Der Mensch 

Und Kunstler,” mm.1-3.               

 

 

As the text changes from criticism to praise of Reimar’s art, the texture changes 

as well.  In stark contrast to the opening stanza, a constant eighth note adaptation of the 

opening, supporting a melody in two phrase groups is presented and then sequenced. The 

main musical feature distinguishing the B section text complementing Reinmar is this 

unfolded major third motive (Ex. 6.5) adapted from the opening “motive a” (Ex.6.4). 
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Ex. 6.5  Artist motive, “Reimar, Der Mensch Und Der Kunstler,” mm.16-19.              

 

      

With the accompaniment that introduced the music concluding the song, the listener is 

led to believe that although kind words were spoken on his behalf, Reimar continues to 

be a source of friction for Walther (Ex. 6.3). 

In setting Walther’s text Castelnuovo-Tedesco has implemented a phrase 

construction that functions as a virtually symmetrical mirror separating Reinmar’s art 

from his character.  The first fifteen measures describe one image, Walther’s contempt of 

Reinmar, and the following measures (mm.16-27) and text describe Reinmar the artist 

with words of praise (Ex.6.6.  The one departure for a true mirror, the accompaniment in 

(mm.6-7), wishes to present a modal sequence of the opening, but is thwarted by the 

melodic line’s independence (Ex. 6.5). 

 

Ex. 6.6     Virtually symmetrical mirror phrase-group construction, “Reimar, 

Der Mensch Und Der Kunstler,” mm. 1-27.      

         

MM   1- 15                                                           

(mm.2-5) +  (mm.6-7)   (mm.8-9) + (mm.10-11) (mm.12-15) 

MM. 16 – 27 

 

(mm.16-19)                             (mm.21-22) +(mm.23-24) (mm.24-28) 

 

 

MM   1- 15          MM. 16 – 27 

 

               4 +  (2)     2 + 2    4              4     2  + 2      4 
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This song transmits both the most superficial and hidden aspects of musical 

allegory.   The opening and ending descending bass lines in the accompaniment create 

tension against the stagnant interval of a third, paralleling the tension and dislike Walther 

had for Reinmar.  Even though the text of Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s second stanza marks a 

division in this eulogy where only kind words should be spoken on Reinmar’s behalf, the 

motive that begins Section B is neither solemn nor lyric.  Instead it is almost dance-like 

with pedal tones seemingly expressing “shameful-joy”at Reinmar’s demise.  The deeper 

levels of musical text depiction are handled skillfully by Castelnuovo-Tedesco in the 

virtual phrase mirror that divides the two aspects of Reinmar’s character. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. “Prieslied” (Song of Praise) 

 

As a musician wishing to obtain a court position, it would have been in Walther’s 

interest to cater to the tastes of the court patron and/or audience.  Such politics were not 

unusual and minnesinger lyrics may not reflect the composer’s beliefs so much as an 

attempt to win the favor of an audience.
1
  A belief in the superiority of all things German 

can be discerned from a cursory reading of Walther’s “Ir sult sprechen willekomen.”  

This theme is certainly a  ploy to win the approval of a potential employer and the 

selection is the only song of courtly love Castelnuovo-Tedesco chose to include in 

Vogelweide. 

        “Prieslied” 
2
 

 

Ir sult sprechen willekomen:      You should welcome me, 

der iu maere bringet, daz bin ich.     for I bring good news. 

allez daz ir habt vernomen,     All of you have heard nothing, 

daz ist gar ein wint: nû frâget mich.                              that is a wind:  Now ask me! 

ich wil aber miete:    5   I want a reward however. 

wirt mîn lôn iht guot,      If my compensation is good, 

ich gesage iu lîthe daz iu sanfte tuot.   I will tell you something that will please you greatly. 

seht waz man mir êren biete.      See now that you honor me well. 

 

Ich wil tiuschen frowen sagen                          I want to praise very clearly German women, 

solhiu maere daz si deste baz    10  so that they appear so much more 

al der werlte suln behagen:  nobly to all the world. 

ane grôze miete tuon ich daz.   I want no reward for it.  

waz wold ich ze lône?     What could I wish for anyway? 

Si sint mir ze hêr     15 They stand so high above me, 

so bin ich gefüege, und bite si nihtes mêr       so I am well behaved and ask only 

wan daz si mich gruezen schône.   that they greet me warmly. 

  

Ich hân lande wil gesehen    I have seen many lands 

unde nam der besten gerne war   and observed the best. 

ubel müeze mir geschehen,    20 That evil should happen to me 

kunde ich ie mîn herze ringen dar      if I could ever bring my heart 

daz im wol gevallen    to be content 

wolde fremeder site.    with  foreign customs. 

nu waz hulfe mich, ob ich unrehte strite?  What would be the point of fighting for such wrongs?  

tiuschiu zuht gât vor in allen.    25 German manners are second to none.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide, 
2 Translation by Ibid 77-78.  
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Von der Elbe unz an den Rîn   From the Elbe to the Rhine 

und her wider unz an Ungerlant    and here again to Hungary 

mugen wol die besten sîn,    these are the best 

die ich in der werlte hân erkant.   in the world I have known. 

kan ich rehte schouwen      30 If I can rightly judge 

guot gelâz unt lîp.    good conduct and beauty, 

sem mir got, so swuere ich wol daz hie diu wîp   help me God , I swear  the women here are probably 

bezzer sint danne ander frouwen.   better than ladies anywhere. 

 

Ex.7.1   Phrase analysis, “Prieslied” 

 

MM. 1 – 23 

        a                           a’                             b                                c                                d   

|m.2 | | Ir sult…m.6 | |Allez daz…m.10 | |Ich wil…m.15 | | Ich gesage…m.19 | |       m.23 |   

A:              AC in A               AC in iii                                            PAC in A           In F                    

MM. 24 – 48 

      a                           b’                    b                       c’                 d   

|                 m.28| |           m.33 | |           m.37| |          m.45 | |           m.48|   

A:        AC in A        V/ii      ii                           PAC in A    

AC in b               

MM. 48 – 64 

      a                           a’’                    b                        e      

     

|            m.52| |              m.56| |             m.61| |          m.64 | 

 

f#:  AC in f#         AC in c#     A:   

          m.52               m.56                  

 

MM. 65 – 72 

     d                             d 

|              | |              |     

    Tonicized HC  

         in  G 
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Ex.7.1 cont. 

 

MM. 73 – 99 

          a                           b’                             b                       c’’                    d   

|                 m.77||                          m.82 | |           m.86| |          m.94 | |           m.99|  

G:      AC in G      Phrygian Cadence  A:                   PAC in A  

                                           in a m.82                                 m.94                        

Each stanza in Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s song, ordered into a double-periodic 

structure with one line of text per phrase, is extended by short introductions or extensions.  

The stanzas are redundant in expressing the same idea in different words.  While a purely 

strophic form would serve in connecting music to text, melodic interest would wane since 

both the text message and the music would be repeated several times.  In each successive 

stanza presentation Castelnuovo-Tedesco moves the opening melody and accompaniment 

(Ex. 7.2) to different tonal areas in one or both phrases in the first half of each stanza’s 

double-periodic structure (Ex. 7.3a - c). 

 

Ex. 7.2     Stanza One, first two phrases of double period, “Prieslied,” mm.1-9. 

 

 

A: 

 

         V          I 
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Ex. 7.2  cont. 

              

      V/iii       iii 

             DC 

 

Ex. 7.3a   Stanza Two: Modulation, A to D, first half/second phrase of  double 

period, “Prieslied,” mm.28-31. 

 

 

 A:                        D: V/V                  vi                     vi             V7/vi       vi 

                    DC 

 

Ex. 7.3b   Stanza Three, Modulation to F# minor in first half of double period,  

                “Prieslied,” mm.48-52. 

 

 
f#:                 V          i 
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Ex. 7.3c    Stanza Four, Modulation to G major in first half of double period,  

      “Prieslied,” mm.73-76. 

 

 
G:                                                           

 

 This tonal variation in the first half of the double periods distracts the listener 

from the fact that the music, in the latter half of the double-period, is presented virtually 

unaltered or with only slight variation in the parallel location of the following stanzas 

(Ex.7.4). 

 

Ex. 7.4   Stanza One, second half of double period, “Prieslied,” mm.11-15. 

 

Text repetition occurs at the end of stanza three in which the last line, “German 

manners are second to none,” is repeated three times.  It is the only text repetition in the 

song and is obviously meant to depict the title of the work.
3
  However Castelnuovo-

Tedesco uses the motive of this text repetition to connect all stanzas to its text.  This 

melodic motive is varied through melodic sequence as the text is repeated (Ex.7.5). 

 

 

                                                 
3 Castelnuovo-Tedesco chose the title “Preislied” for this selection, which means “Song of Praise” (i.e. 

German manners are second to none)  
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Ex. 7.5  “German Manners” motive, “Prieslied,” mm.65-68. 

 

 

The motive for this repeated text is derived from an earlier bassline accompaniment, in 

phrase extensions between the stanzas, that does not support text.   The first occurs 

between the first and second stanza (Ex. 7.6): 

 

Ex. 7.6  Motivic foreshadowing of “German Manners,” “Prieslied,” mm.22-23. 

 

 

The second appearance is between stanzas two and three (Ex. 7.7): 

 

Ex. 7.7  Motivic foreshadowing of “German Manners,” “Prieslied,” mm.47-48. 

 

 

In the closing material of the selection, the motive begins in the highest voice of the 

accompaniment since the vocal line has stopped, but is then modally sequenced in the 

bass (Ex. 7.8).  All of these repetitions are meant to musically foreshadow: “German 

manners are second to none.” 
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Ex. 7.8  Motivic repetition of “German Manners,” “Prieslied,” mm.95-97.  

 

 

Repetition is the key element in Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s setting of “Prieslied.”  

The entire selection touches on this aspect at several levels.   The music for each stanza is 

repeated (although tonally varied) to tie the general “praise” demonstrated by Walther’s 

text.  “German manners are second to none” is one of the only text repetitions in the 

Vogelweide song cycle.  The final detail in this repetition theory, easily overlooked, is the 

motive of “German manners…” used as a unifying factor at the end of stanzas, musically 

foreshadowing the text from which it is derived.   
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8. “Wahre Liebe” (True Love) 

 

While “Preislied” in the preceding chapter was an example of courtly love or high 

love, the present song, “Whare Liebe”, is an example of low love or the love that occurs 

naturally between men and women who were not connected with the social elite.
1
 These 

songs, known as Mädchenlieder (songs to girls), were the antithesis of their courtly 

counterparts.  In songs of high love, the poet was obligated to praise the lady whose 

lineage made her beautiful and desirable.  In Mädchenlieder the poet could praise the girl 

who was beautiful and lovely, regardless of status. 
2
   

 

“Wahre Liebe” 
3
 

 

Herzeliebez frowelîn,                                                   Dear Woman 

got gebe dir hiute und iemer guot.                 God bless you today and always. 

kund ich baz gedenken dîn,    If I could express  

des hete ich willeclîchen muot.     my love more,  I would do so. 

waz sol ich dir sagen mê,    5            What more can I say to you, 
sô wan daz dir nieman holder ist dann ich?  but that no one is more devoted to you than I?  
dâ von ist mir viI wê.                                             This causes me much pain.     
 
Sie verwizent mir daz ich                                             They reprimand me for  
sô nidere wende mînen sanc.    singing to someone of low status. 
daz si niht versinnent sich    10 For not reflecting on what love is 
waz liebe sî, des haben undanc!   they deserve ingratitude. 
sie getraf diu liebe nie,     They have not met love, 
die nâch dem guote und nâch der schrene minnent;    they desire wealth and beauty.  

 wê wie minnent die?                                How do they love? 

 

Bî der schrene ist dicke haz   15 With Beauty cruelty is created, 
zer schrene clemen sî ze gâch.   no one should chase beauty  
liebe tuot dem herzen baz:    Love does the heart more: 
der liebe gêt diu schoene nâch   Beauty comes after love. 
liebe machet schoene wîp:    love makes women beautiful: 
desn mac diu schoene niht getuon,   20 Beauty cannot do the contrary, 
sin machet niemer lieben lîp.    it never makes anyone lovely. 
 
lch vertrage ala ich vertruoc    I endure, have endured  
und ala ich iemer wil vertragen.    and will continue to endure always.  
dû bist schoene und hâst genuoc:    You are beautiful and have enough: 
waz moegen si mir dâ yon gesagen?  25 What can they tell me? 
swaz si sagen, ich bin dir holt,     Whatever they say, I am devoted. 
und nim dîn glesîn vingerlîn fur einer kuneginne golt. and prefer your glass ring to a queen’s gold.  
 

                                                 
1 Wimmer, Anthology of Medieval German Literature, 320. 
2 Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide, 45. 
3 Translation by Ibid, 46.  
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In his setting Castelnuovo-Tedesco distinguishes between two concepts: love 

attached to rich adornments and love associated with sincerity and loveliness reflecting 

Walther’s unusual approach to subject matter for his era.  Walther elevates natural love 

to the language of the educated
  
and inserts social commentary by explaining that money 

and breeding cannot buy honor and grace.
4
  Layered philosophical notions, social 

criticism and unrequited love are all combined skillfully so that the listener is only 

vaguely aware that he is listening to anything other than a man expressing love for a 

woman.  Walther’s original number of stanzas is respected in Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s 

setting with each stanza containing a core four-phrase structure.  Stanzas two and three 

have additional phrase groups added.       

Ex. 8.1  Phrase analysis, “Wahre Liebe”  

MM. 1 – 27  Stanza One 

|                 m.4| |Herzelieben…… m.8| |got gebem.12| |kunde ich..m.16 | |was sol..m.18 |    

D:    HC in D               IAC in D          B:    AC in B              HC in C      

     

 |wan daz…m. 22 |  |da von ist…m. 27|      

C:            AC in C                V7 in a 

MM. 28 – 52 Stanza Two 

|       m.29| |Sie verwizent...m.32|  |daz sie nicht..36|  |des haben…m. 40| |sie getraf.. m. 42| 

a                                       HC in a                    HC in a         AC in C 

|die nach….   m.46| |wê wie….  m.48| |rep final phrase mem.  m.51| 

a:                       HC in a             V7 in C 

MM. 53- 81 Stanza Three and Four 

|bi der…m.56| |liebe.. m.60| |liebe… m. 63| |dem mach…(interruption at m.64) m.67| 

C:         a:      HC in a                                                       V7 in a  

                                                 
4 Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide, 45. 
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Ex. 8.1 cont. 

|ich ver trage…  m. 71| |und als ich… m.75|  |du bist schoene…m. 80| |was moegen…81|   

a:             Db:           AC in Db    F#:         D:     V7 in D 

 

MM. 82 – 96 

|swaz sie… m.85| |und nim…m.89| | Repetition of opening  | | motive used as postlude  |   

D  AC in D    PAC in D                    PAC in D 

 

 In the first stanza, the text begins as either a letter to a girl or the beginning of a 

nervous dialogue.  Because the melody “Herzeliebez frowelin” (Lovely Woman) is 

immediately left unfinished, completed by the accompaniment in m.7, this seems to 

mimic the pause one might have when beginning such a discussion (Ex 8.2).     

 

Ex 8.2    “Lovely Woman,” “Wahre Liebe,” mm.5-7. 

 

 

 

The speaker’s disillusionment is outlined by musical confusion in the accompaniment as 

melody and harmony cycle through a sequence of minor and major triads.  The only clear 

tonal destination is A minor, identified by the authentic cadence in m. 16 (Ex 8.3).      
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Ex 8.3   Harmonic sequence,  “Wahre Liebe,” mm.13-16. 

 

 

a:                  V                      i 

 

The highest note of the melody occurs without warning in m. 19.  After a short elision 

(mm. 17 and 18) the speaker asks “What else can I say?” then suddenly realizes exactly 

what to say and proceeds to blurt the words: “no one is more devoted to you than I.”  This 

is musically interpreted as a melodic leap of an octave, but it is tempered by the mezzo-

piano indication and expressivo marking (Ex 8.4).     

  

Ex 8.4       “What else can I say?” “Wahre Liebe,” mm.17-21. 

 

 

The man’s distress of “da von ist mir viI we” (This causes me much pain) is brought to 

our attention by its repetition of the final phrase member in the accompaniment, further 

intensified by the Ger + 6 in the dominant preparation emphasizing the tension of the V7 

in A minor at m. 26.  This sets the angry tone of the narrator in the following stanza 

discussed below (Ex 8.5).       
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Ex. 8.5   Prolongation of Cadence,  “Wahre Liebe,” mm.22-27. 

 

 

a:                            v7/ii                         V7/V            v7/ii              Ger + 6        V7 

 

This section, with its frequent pauses and diverse rhythmic figures, reflects that 

portion of Walther’s text dealing with the inability to articulate what is in one’s heart.  

The use of these same identifiers set it apart from the discourse on high love that follows 

in the second stanza.  Marked at m. 28 as Un poco agitato by Castelnuovo-Tedesco, the 

accompaniment’s “broken” nature in this next section projects the criticism of the social 

elite and/or the narrator’s feelings of angst summarized best by the line:  “Sie verwizent 

mir daz ich” (They reprimand me) (Ex 8.6).       

 

Ex 8.6   “They reprimand me…”  “Wahre Liebe,” mm.28-31. 

 

 

 I 

Example 8.5 and 8.7 use the same melody un-transposed.  The same melodic line is used 

to comment on different conceptions of love.   This musical irony is further explored in 

the third stanza. 
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Ex. 8.7   Repetition of melody in differing texture, “Wahre Liebe,” mm.37-40. 

      

              

Again a short extension that momentarily cadences in C major (m. 42) is immediately 

deflected to a modal repetition of Example 8.1 (opening melodic figure) in m.43.
5
  

Beginning at m. 43, the  V7/ii  -  VII - VII progression seems to function as V7/V-

V -V  in C major with an elided deceptive cadence at m.45 (Ex. 8.8).  That the 

discussion has not ended is made clear by concluding on the dominant in C major at m. 

51 (Ex. 8.9).  Through these phrase groups, one ending with a deceptive cadence the next 

with a dominant 7th, the harmony fills the listener with unrest as resolution is avoided.  

Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s refusal to give the listener a feeling of tonic is quite fitting since 

an interrogative is proposed during this final line of the stanza: “How do they love?”     

 

Ex. 8.8    “They have not met love…”  “Wahre Liebe,” mm.41-46. 

 

             V7/ii             VII    VII          i 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 Again similar motivic material is used to convey drastically different philosophies of love.  
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Ex. 8.9     “How do they love?” “Wahre Liebe,” mm.47-51. 

 

 

a:      V/V                      V                          V/V                     V          C:      V7 

  THC  in a minor        

 

  

The sole discussion of stanza three, unlike the first two, is not the profession of 

love or criticism, but a philosophical discourse on the nature of substance and symbolism 

with regard to love, since each line is a contrasting idea:  

 

Bî der schrene ist dicke haz zer schrene clemen sî ze gâch.  With Beauty cruelty is created, no one should chase beauty  

liebe tuot dem herzen baz: der liebe gêt diu schoene nâch    Love does the heart more:Beauty comes after love. 

liebe machet schoene wîp:                  love makes women beautiful: 

desn mac diu schoene niht getuon, sin machet niemer lieben lîp.  Beauty cannot do the contrary, it never makes anyone lovely. 

 

 

The supporting motives have already been heard in the second stanza. What is unique is 

that instead of motive or tonal color, phrase structure is used to describe contrasting ideas.  

The differing lengths of the four phrases, a combination of a three-measure phrase paired 

with a four-measure phrase, parallel the expressed ideas (Ex. 8.10).   

 

Ex. 8.10   Contrasting ideas of love“Wahre Liebe,” mm.. 53- 67. 

|bi der schone…  m. 56| |liebe tout m.60| |liebe machet m. 63| |dem mach..  m.67| 

C:           a:             HC in a                                               HC in a 
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The rhythmic pulse of this section (mm.53 – 81) is interrupted briefly at m.64, but the 

pulse returns in A minor at m. 67, allowing the discourse to continue (Ex.8.11). 

 

Ex.8.11   Interruption of rhythmic pulse, “Wahre Liebe,” mm.64-71. 

 

 
a:                    V7 

 

 

i 

 

The first section is momentarily revisited in the last fifteen measures of the piece, ending 

as it started with the figure from Ex. 8.2.   Unlike Ex 8.2 where the narrator searched for 

words, here he has found them: 

swaz si sagen, ich bin dir holt,      Whatever they say, I am devoted 
und nim din glesin vingerlin fur einer kuneginne golt.  And prefer your glass ring to a queen’s gold. 

 

Each section/stanza ends in the dominant of the following section/stanza’s key.   

Each stanza, save for the last, ends with a line of text segueing into the next, preparing 
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another line of thought. Only in the final stanza is a true authentic cadence reached after 

the narrator has spoken: “Whatever they say, I am devoted and prefer your glass ring to a 

queen’s gold.”   Unlike the other lines of text, the certainty of emotional declaration is 

mirrored by the finality of the cadence in m.89.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9. “Der Traum” (The Dream) 
1
 

 

Certain requirements for Mädchenlieder such as the nightingale, heath, flowers, 

and lime tree had already become standard by Walther’s time.  The main element of the 

Taglied or “dawn-song”, a type of Mädchenlieder, was the parting of a knight and his 

lady at day-break after spending the night together.
2
 A list of Mädchenlieder conventions, 

such as falling flowers and songbirds, can be seen by reading Walther’s “Nemt, frouwe, 

disen kranz”:  Vogelweide’s “Der Traum.”  Walther’s telling of story elements in past 

tense satisfies the Taglied requirement for the lovers’ parting. 

 

“Der Traum “ 
3
 

 

"Nemt, frouwe, disen kranz:",                  “Take this wreath, my lady:” 

alsô sprach ich zeiner wol getânen maget.    Thus I spoke to a pretty girl. 

"sô zieret ir den tanz                   “Then you will embellish the dance 

mit den schœnen bluomen, als irs ûffe traget.    adorning these beautiful flowers you wear. 

 Het ich vil edele gesteine,     5 Had I many noble jewels, 

daz müest ûf iur houbet,      they would be placed on your head, 

obe ir mirs geloubet.      whether you believe me. 

sêt mîne triuwe, daz ichz meine."     See my sincerity, that I mean it.” 

Si nam daz ich ir bôt       She accepted my offer. 

einem kinde vil gelîch daz êre hât.     10 immediately like a child. 

ir wangen wurden rôt,      Her cheeks became red 

same diu rôse, dâ si bî liljen stât.     as the rose when next to the lily, 

dô erschampten sich ir liehten ougen:     Her bright eyes became bashful, 

dô neic si mir schône.      and she nodded to me sweetly. 

daz wart mir ze lone:.     15 That became my reward. 

wirt mirs iht mêr, daz trage ich tougen.    If there is more, I carry it surreptitiously. 

"Ir sit sô wol getân,                  “You are so beautiful 

daz ich iu mîn schapel gerne geben wil,    that I gladly give to you  

so ich aller beste hân.      the best wreath I have.  

wîzer unde rôter bluomen weiz ich vil:     20 I know many white and red flowers. 

die stênt sô verre in jener heide.     They are so distant beyond the wasteland, 

dâ si schône entspringent      they grow beautifully  

und die vogele singent,      while the birds sing. 

dâ suln wir si brechen beide.”      We should go pluck them.”  

Mich dûhte daz mir nie     25 Never has it seemed  

lieber wurde, danne mir ze muote was.     I experienced such happiness. 

die bluomen vielen ie    The flowers fell 

Von dem boume bi uns nider an daz gras.  from the trees here down onto the grass. 

seht, dô muost ich von froiden lachen   See that I must laugh joyfully. 

do ich sô wunnecliche     30 There, in delight,  

Was in troume riche,    I was in the realms of  a dream. 

do taget  ez und muos ich wachen.   There is day and I must waken. 

 

                                                 
1Translation by Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide, 48-49.  
2 Barbara Seagrave, The Songs of the Minnesingers. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1996), 13. 
3 Highham, “Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s Vogelweide,” 32. 
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 The work is composed in four large units (one per stanza), each roughly twenty-

eight measures in length.  Each section begins with the same opening motive in G major 

that outlines the tonic triad with a   rhythmic figure (Ex.9.1). 

 

Ex. 9.1  Opening motive and repetitions, “Der Traum,” mm.1-2, mm.28-29, 

mm.56-57, and 82-83. 

 

 
 

 

 

                               
 

                                                                                                             

 

 

Ex. 9.2    Repeated Binary Structure of “Der Traum.” 

 

A 

MM. 1 – 27 

 

|  m.4 || Nemt..m.8 |  |so zie…m.12 |  |het ich…...m.20 |  | obe..  m.24 |  | set minne.m.28 |  

 G:          AC in G   b:  AC in iii  G:  DC on ii       PAC In G                    
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Ex. 9.2 cont.  

 

B 

MM. 28 – 55 

 

| m.32 || Ir sit..m.35 ||so zichz..m.39 ||wizer..m.43 || die stent m.47 || da sie schone...m.56 |  

 G:            AC in G        DC on III  E:  IAC in E          IAC in VI     D:  PAC   AC in G  

              in D(m55) 

 

A’ 

MM. 56 – 81 

 

| m.59||Si nam.m.63| |ir wangen m.67 ||do m.71 || doch m.77 ||set                               m.81|  

 G:           AC in G  Bb:    PAC in Bb    Eb:       C:        F:            PAC                  AC  

                                      in D(m.81)    in G(m.82) 

 

 

B’ 

MM. 82 – 123 

 

|  m.85 || Mich m.89 ||danne m.93 ||bluomen..m.97 || bi uns m.101||Seht...................m.112|   

 G:             AC in G    DC on III  E:    IAC in E       IAC in III   C#:  Bb:  D: IAC in D 

 

 

 

|Do ich......|was in…..m.113 | | taget ez… | taget ez | und muos .m.119| | codetta…..m123|          

D:                          AC in vi                                            D:  PAC in D    

 

 Each of the four principle divisions begins with the opening motive, but phrase 

sections containing similar motives placed symmetrically within the larger formal pattern, 

differing only in tonal area, support a repeated binary formula.  Comparing Sections AB 

against A’B’ will reveal these similarities.    

In the first half of their periodic structure, A’ is merely a restatement of A with 

the accompaniment transposed an octave higher (Ex. 9.3 a & b).  Both A and A’ proceed 
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to iii (b minor) and bIII (Bb Major) respectively in their consequent phrase, repeating the 

same motive and ending harmonically closed (Ex.  9.4a & b). 

 

Ex. 9.3a   “Take this wreath, my lady…” “Der Traum,” mm.5-8. 

 

 

G:                                                                                                                 V -  I 

Ex. 9.3b    “She accepted my offer,” “Der Traum,” mm.60-64. 

 

 

 

G:                                                                                                                 V -  I 

Ex 9.4a   “Then you will embellish the dance…” “Der Traum,” mm.9-12. 

 

 

b:            i                             v     i 
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Ex 9.4b   “Her cheeks became red…” “Der Traum,” mm.64-68. 

 

 

Bb:                                                                      V        I                                              

Although the corresponding motive in A’ is transposed, the periodic structure in the latter 

half of Section A and A’ are also connected through motive (Ex 9.5):  

 

Ex 9.5  Symmetrically cast motives in latter half of Section A and A’, “Der 

Traum,” mm. 13 -14  &  mm. 68-69. 

                                

The motive that begins in m. 21 of Section A (Ex  9.6 a) is transposed to C Major and 

treated in sequence in Section A’ (Ex.9.6 b): 

 

 

Ex 9. 6a  Symmetrically cast motive, Section A, “Der Traum,” mm. 21  -24.   
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Ex.9.6b  Symmetrically cast motive, Section A’, “Der Traum,” mm. 74-77. 

 

   

  C:      V7                   I         F:   V7                  I  

 

 

Even though Section B and B’ use the same motive (Ex. 9.1) from the opening to begin, 

each eliminates the phrase that composes Examples  9.4a & b.  The phrase that begins 

Section B is shorter and left harmonically open on a B major triad (Ex.9.7a. & b) to 

prepare the following sections that begin in E major.   

 

Ex.9.7a.   Opening motive used to begin  Section B, “Der Traum,” mm.36-39. 

 

       E:   V 

Ex.9.7b.   Opening motive used to begin  Section B’, “Der Traum,” mm.90-94. 

 

         E:   V 
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A comparison of four sources, three Middle-High German (George F. Jones, 

Albert Wimmer and Carl Kraus) and one English translation (Peter Highham), shows that 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco apparently switched the order of stanzas two and three in Walther’s 

original (Ex. 9.8).
4
   

 

Ex.9.8   Walther’s Original and Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s setting 

 

 

This change makes the flow of subject matter clearer chronologically and depicts 

musical allegory, in parallel locations within the B and B’ Sections, by having lines in 

stanzas two and four dealing specifically with bloumen set to the same motive (Ex 9. 9a 

& b). 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 In Peter Highham’s English translation the second and third stanzas correspond to those of Jones, Kraus 

and Wimmer.  The three sources for Middle High German are the books by: Jones,  Kraus, and Wimmer all 

listed in the bibliography of this document. 
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Ex 9. 9a   Line 12 in new setting, “I know many white and red flowers,” “Der   

                 Traum,” mm.40-43. 

 

 

 

Ex 9. 9b  Line 28 in new setting, “The flowers fall down from the trees,” “Der  

                Traum,” mm.94-97. 

           

   

 

The periodic structure in which mm. 40 -55 and mm. 94 -111 (the two phrase groups that 

are involved with the switched stanzas) appear are symmetrically positioned within the B 

and B’ sections.  Although other indicators have been previously mentioned, it would 

appear with this final piece of evidence, regarding the floral motive, that mm.56 -123 are 

part of a strophic repetition of the previous section.  The disqualifying factor for exact 

strophic repetition is, of course, that the counterpart phrases in Sections A’ and B’ are in 

different keys. 

The opening in G, reminiscent of Brahm’s Lullaby, is the first clue to the dream 

allegory which takes place at the end of each stanza.  There is a continuing push from a 

primarily G major tonality to that of D.  Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s cadential formulas at the 

end of each section foreshadow the last line of Walther’s text:  “There is day and I must 
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waken.”  Distant tonal areas are explored both at length and in brief, but always with a 

significant reference to D major.  The reason for this continual reference to D major at 

the end of the stanzas is that Castelnuovo-Tedesco chose G and subsequent modulations 

to emphasize deeper levels of sleep, while the key of D is used to represent reality and the 

breaking dawn.  What occurs in the phrase extensions between stanzas is the main 

element foreshadowing Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s musical twist to the story’s end.  

In mm. 21-28, the push to the dominant is felt more strongly than the shift to the 

tonic.  A move from  v 7  to I  in G occurs (Ex. 9.10), then a simple secondary 

dominant is sounded (Ex.9.11).  The fact that the move to D from two directions (C# and 

Eb) is interrupted twice by two harmonies prolonging the tonicization of dominant 

signals a stronger move to D, even though a perfect authentic cadence occurs in G at 

m.28.  

 

Ex 9.10  Foreshadowing of the dawn, “Der Traum,” mm.21-24. 

 

 

                      v 7                I  

 

 

Ex 9. 11  Foreshadowing of the dawn, “Der Traum,” mm.25-27. 

 

 

G:       V /V            I                    V     I 
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This idea is continued in each stanza as the music wishes to cadence in D major.  

Transitional material occurs so that the dominant is stressed: but, each time C natural is 

introduced to the D major triad, transforming D into V7 in G.  The authentic cadence in 

G leading to the opening figure concludes this motion.  For instance at the end of stanza 

two a I -V-I  progression occurs under the last line of Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s second 

stanza.  Note the C natural in m. 55 (Ex 9.12). 

 

Ex 9.12  The narrator refuses to wake, “Der Traum,” mm.52-55. 

 

D:  V7/V                                       I                             V                       I   

                       G:     V7 

 

Then again in m. 81 at the end of Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s third stanza the same tonic D 

major triad is turned into the dominant of G with the inclusion of C natural in the texture 

(Ex 9.13):  

 

Ex 9.13  The Narrator refuses to wake, “Der Traum,” mm.78-82. 

 

D:      vii              I             V/V         V        I 
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 Each movement to D major is the most important detail in connecting the music 

to Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s title for the work, because the final perfect authentic cadence 

of the work is in D major under the words: “There is day and I must awaken.”  The 

opening figure (Ex. 9.1) in D major under “wachen” (m.119), separate the codetta’s 

presentation of this motive from all others, sounding in D major instead of G.  “Wachen” 

is the only text spoken as the narrator lays awake (Ex 9.14).    

 

Ex 9.14  The breaking dawn and waking of the narrator, “Der Traum,” 

mm.119-123. 

 

 

 D: I 

 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s title, for the musical setting of Walther’s text, is the main 

clue to discovering the dream allegory which takes place in “Der Traum.”  Each move to 

D major between stanzas represents the breaking dawn trying to awaken the narrator 

from his dream.   The keys of G and D are used to express the dream world and the real 

world.  As required by the Taglied convention, Walther had the lovers part, but 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco had them do so only in the narrator’s mind.   
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10. “Unter der Linde” (Under the Lime Tree) 

 

Walther departs from the Mâdchenlieder convention of the masculine narrator by 

having a woman tell the story in “Unter der Linden”.  Walther has thus given this song a 

curious gender twist since these tales were sometimes associated with the sexual 

conquests of knights. 
1
  

 

“Unter Der Linde” 
2
 

 
            “Under der linden           Under the lime tree 

an der heide,             on the moor, 

dâ unser zweier bette was,                 where our double bed was, 

dâ muget ir vinden                             you’d find 

schône beide                              5                    lovingly broken   

gebrochen bloumen unde gras           both the flowers and grass. 

vor dem walde in einem tal,              Before the forest in a valley, 

tandaradei,                                         tandaradei 

schône sane diu nahtegal                    sweetly sang the nightingale. 

 

Ich kam gegangen                      10  I came down 

zuo der ouwe:    to the meadow, 

dô was min friedel komen ê             my sweetheart was already there. 

dâ wart ich empfangen,   There I was received, 

here frouwe.                                      majestic woman. 

daz ich bin saelic iemer me.      15  I am blessed more and more. 

kuste er mich? Wol tusent stunt        Did we kiss?  A thousandfold. 

tandaradei,    tandaradei 

seht wie rôt mir ist der munt.  Look how red my mouth is.  

 

dô hete er gemachet           20                 And there he made 

alsô rîche                                            a splendid 

von bloumen eine bettestat.               bed of flowers. 

des wirt noch gelachet    They will surely laugh 

innelîche                 to themself    

kumt iemen an daz selbe pfat.   25      if anyone comes down the same path 

biden rôsen er wol mac,                     they can see from the roses, 

tandaradei,                                tandaradei, 

merken wa mirz houbet lac                where my head was lying. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Wimmer, Anthology of Medieval German Literature, 347. 
2 Translation by Jones, Walther von der Vogelweide, 46-47.  
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Daz er bî mir kage,   

wesse ez iemen          30  If anyone knew that he was lying by me, 

nu enwelle got!  sô schamte ich mich God forbid, I’d be ashamed. 

wes er mit mir pfaege,   What he did with me, 

niemer niemen    No one ever 

bevinde daz, wan er und ich,  will know but him and me, 

und ein kleinez vogelîn:         35     and a little bird: 

tandaradei,    tandaradei, 

daz mac wol getriuwe sin.”  that will keep a secret.” 

 

 

 Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s vocal line repeats the same melody four times with slight 

embellishments at phrase endings and one partial statement in the minor mode.    

 

 Ex.10.1  Complete melody of the first stanza, “Unter Der Linde”      
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The strophic elements of form are very strong in the melody because of its 

repetition in the different stanzas.  There is, however, a twist in the musical form in much 

the same way that there is a twist on the speaker’s gender. The melody remains strophic, 

but the accompaniment changes for each stanza as if it were supporting a theme and 

variations.      

The opening melody begins by imitating the opening figure of the accompaniment.  

The accompaniment doubles the melody exactly in m.5 and embellishes it in longer note 

values at m.14 (Ex 10.2). 

 

Ex.10.2  First stanza accompaniment, “Unter der Linde,” mm. 5, 14 & 15. 

 

   M.5                                                                    M.14 

          

 

It is the second stanza that shows the first dichotomy in the accompaniment with a  

  rhythm supporting the antecedent melody in m.24 while an arpeggiated pattern 

of steady sixteenth notes is sounded in the consequent phrase (Ex 10.3). 

 

Ex.10.3  Second stanza accompaniment, “Unter der Linde,” mm. 24-25 & 5.                                  
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The third stanza also has a distinctive accompaniment as a series of descending thirds 

decorated by chromatic lower neighbors in m.46 travel two octaves until, an ascent 

begins at m.55 in the consequent phrase (Ex  10.4). 

 

Ex.10.4  Third stanza accompaniment, “Unter der Linde,” mm.46-48 & 55. 

   

             

 

The fourth stanza is unique in that in contains the only presentation of the melody in 

minor mode. In addition, an exact sequence extends the phrase and is utilized for direct 

modulation to tonic in the consequent (Ex  10.5). 

 

Ex.10.5  Minor mode melody, fourth stanza, “Unter der Linde,” mm.68-73. 

 

 

 

  

Stanza one describes where the two lovers were, setting both physical place and 

musical mood.    As the girl tells her story the melodic line and accompaniment gives no 

indication of the erotic encounter that will take place.   Each successive stanza’s 
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accompaniment is left to reflect the hidden details.  The story, told in past tense, can 

never have the impact of events occurring in the present. The relaxed nature of the 

melody is consistent with someone recalling events.  Romanticized, the tale has become 

something to be expressed in only comfortable terms.  The music is now left to move the 

listener to feel the anxiety, joy and apprehension of the girl.  

 While her melody gives no indication of anxiety, the music tells us her true 

feelings with the quickening rhythmic intensity.   The third stanza, with its descending 

thirds embellished with chromatic neighbors, signal that her love is quite close to being 

consummated.    While she tells the listener nothing, the music speaks.  Melody and 

accompaniment come together in the fourth stanza voicing minor harmony. Her 

“embarrassment” of someone knowing what has taken place is the only time she allows 

herself to deny the bliss of her experience and express emotion other than contentment. 

Indeed the only wavering in her carefree attitude is the expression of shame (minor mode) 

(Walther, line 30) repeated and sequenced for emphasis.      

Soon, like the beginning, the accompaniment with its rhythmic intensity 

diminished, now serves only to mimic the narrators mind state recalling pleasant 

memories of the recent past.   Castelnuovo-Tedesco has used the theme and variations 

form to give past events a sense of occurring in the here and now.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s methods for representing text through music vary  

throughout the Vogelweide song cycle.  Each of Walther’s songs contains a specific text 

element that is successfully rendered by Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s music and it is perhaps 

because of the great diversity of topics that a single analytical tool proves insufficient in 

analyzing the Vogelweide songs.  The types of songs that appear in Vogelweide have been 

grouped into the following categories by Walther’s Twentieth-Century biographer 

George F. Jones: 

Political Songs 

Schlimme Zeiten (Bad Times)  

Magdeburger Weihnacht (Magdeburg Christmas)  

Die Romische Opfersteuer (Rome’s Taxes)  

 

Moralistic Songs 

Gott Undergrundlich (Unfathomable God)  

Unnatur (Unnaturalness)  

 

Songs of the Vagabond Minstrel 

Reimar, Der Mensch Und Der Kunstler  (Reinmar, The Man and The Artist) 

  

Songs of Lofty Love 

Prieslied (Song of Praise)  

 

Songs of Natural Love 

Wahre Liebe (True Love)  

Der Traum (The Dream)  

Unter der Linde  (Under the Lime Tree)  

  

It is clear that Castelnuovo-Tedesco identified similar categories when he grouped 

the songs for his cycle.  The only song not grouped according to these general categories 

is “Reimar, Der Mensch Und Der Kunstler.“  It is curious to note that while the 

minnesinger’s name comes from the songs of courtly love they sang, Castelnuovo-

Tedesco only chose “Preislied” to represent this genre of minnesinger lyric.  “Preislied” 

is still grouped, however, with other love songs, albeit songs of natural love, at the end of 

the cycle.  It is possible that “Reinmar...” and “Prieslied” were paired by Castelnuovo-

Tedesco as traditional minnesinger songs (i.e. reiterating personal grievances and dealing 

with courtly love). 
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The topics of Walther’s texts that Castelnuovo-Tedesco chose to set serve to 

separate the poet from his contemporaries.  Indeed, the discussion of a sincere mutual 

affection between upper and lower class couples in “Wahre Liebe” or the appearance of a 

female narrator in “Unter der Linde” would have been quite surprising to Walther’s 

original audience.  Other songs contain subjects too dangerous for most minnesingers to 

discuss (i.e.the scathing criticisms of the Pope of which “Die Romische Opfersteuer” is 

among the most diplomatic).  As mentioned in the previous paragraph, however, two 

selections containing topics explored freely by other minnesingers are included and 

necessary if the Vogelweide cycle is to present a complete picture of Walther.   

One of the goals of the cycle seems to be the thwarting of the listener’s 

expectations, which the composer achieves by avoiding many conventions of tonal/modal 

practice.  Terminating phrases, for example, particularly at their cadential points, are 

frequently elided with the following sections or are weakened by a minor dominant.  In 

addition, melodic closure frequently occurs over long pedal points, or inverted chords, 

reducing the sense of repose.  The few traditional perfect authentic cadences in the songs 

are quite prominent, and tend to draw attention to a particular moment in the text.  

   The use of form in “Schlimme Zeiten” has already been discussed, but the 

divisions of the rounded binary structure, and subsequent philosophical journey of the 

narrator, are clearly portrayed through tonal area.  The second tonal area, which begins at 

m.21, is marked by a modal repetition of the opening motive in F phrygian, signifying the 

narrator’s contemplation of his question.  The cadential formula of the terminating phrase 

(mm.19-20) leading up to this point, with its modal dominant and elision, also suggest an 

unfinished dialogue.  This idea of unfinished discourse is reiterated at the start of m.54 

where the terminating melisma returns and is expanded by several measures (mm.54-58 

and mm.64-66), supporting text that insistently returns to a single point.  A similar 

cadential formula relating an ongoing dialogue can also be observed in “Die Romische 

Opfersteuer’s” opening phrase.  At m.6 where the narrator’s sole first- person dialogue 

hangs in the air, a minor dominant serving to transition the narrator into third-person 

speaker quoting the Pope.  The elision of third person narrator to the Pope speaking in 

first-person is similarly reflected by the elided weak beat V- I in m. 12.  
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This is in sharp contrast to those areas where cadential harmony was more 

conventional.  In “Reimar, Der Mensch Und Der Kunstler, “the perfect authentic cadence 

in Bb (m.15) finishes the discussion of Reinmar the Man and separates Reinmar the 

Artist:  displayed in the virtual symmetry of the character mirror.  Non modal V- I 

movement was some of the strongest evidence in determining the dream allegory for 

“Der Traum.”  In mm. 21-22 the v 7  to I  occurs, softening the closure in the tonic key 

of G, then emphasizing the dominant in the following phrase. Here for the first time, 

because of the prolongation of the dominant D, the listener is led to believe some issue of 

the text is unresolved.  This is reinforced by the continued tonicization of dominant at the 

end of subsequent stanzas.  However, each time the music cadences in G and the opening 

motive is heard again, leading us to believe all is well.  Not until the end, with the work 

closing in the key of the dominant, does the listener realize the narrator has been 

struggling to stay asleep.  Unlike other songs where the minor dominant was used to 

“suggest restlessness”, here it is a secondary dominant tonicization that accomplishes the 

same purpose. 

Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s use of form also departed from convention.  In the last 

selection “Unter der Linde” (Chapter 11) the melody remains strophic but the 

accompaniment changes as if presenting a theme and variations.  The melody and 

accompaniment of “Preislied” (Chapter 8) are similar enough to describe each successive 

stanza as a strophic repetition, unfortunately each following stanza is either presented in a 

new tonal area or modulates soon thereafter.  In fact, virtually every departure from 

traditional musical expectations in the song cycle seems to reflect the text. 

The goal of this thesis is to give the reader/performer a sense of these songs’ 

significance in the guitar/voice repertoire. While it was certainly not my intent (nor 

would it be possible in the context of a performance treatise) to provide an exhaustive 

analysis or historical background for these works, I hope to have provided a tantalizing 

view of the richness that is uncovered by a serious examination of musical language, 

formal structure, text-music relationships, and historical context.  Indeed these songs are 

far more than “pretty melodies,” as some scholars and performers have maintained. 

Instead they offer the performer and listener an opportunity to experience the unique 
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historical viewpoint of Walther’s texts as translated through Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s 

contemporary musical voice. 
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COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE 
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